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Abstract. We study two extensions of FO2[<], first-order logic interpreted in finite words,
in which formulas are restricted to use only two variables. We adjoin to this language
two-variable atomic formulas that say, ‘the letter a appears between positions x and y’
and ‘the factor u appears between positions x and y’. These are, in a sense, the simplest
properties that are not expressible using only two variables.
We present several logics, both first-order and temporal, that have the same expressive
power, and find matching lower and upper bounds for the complexity of satisfiability for
each of these formulations. We give effective conditions, in terms of the syntactic monoid of
a regular language, for a property to be expressible in these logics. This algebraic analysis
allows us to prove, among other things, that our new logics have strictly less expressive
power than full first-order logic FO [<]. Our proofs required the development of novel
techniques concerning factorizations of words.
1. Introduction
We denote by FO[<] first-order logic with the order relation <, interpreted in finite words
over a finite alphabet A. Variables in first-order formulas are interpreted as positions in
a word, and for each letter a ∈ A there is a unary relation a(x), interpreted to mean ‘the
letter in position x is a’. We also use the binary successor relation suc(x, y) to denote that
the position y immediately follows the position x, that is, y = x+ 1. Thus sentences in this
logic define properties of words, or, what is the same thing, languages L ⊆ A∗. The logic
FO[<] over words has been extensively studied, and has many equivalent characterizations
in terms of temporal logic, regular languages, and the algebra of finite semigroups. See, for
instance, [Str94, Wil99] and the many references cited therein.
The first-order definable languages—those definable in the logic FO [<]—were shown
equivalent to languages definable by star-free expressions by the work of Schu¨tzenberger
[Sch65] and McNaughton and Papert [MP71]. The algebraic viewpoint established decid-
ability of the definability question, that is, whether a given regular language is first-order
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definable. Much subsequent interest focused on effectively determining the quantifier al-
ternation depth of definable languages. The work of Simon [Sim75] on ‘piecewise-testable
events’ provides such a characterization for languages definable by boolean combinations of
Σ1 sentences. Recently Place and Zeitoun found characterizations for several higher levels of
the hierarchy [PZ14].
If we allow variable symbols to be reused, then even formulas with high quantifier depth
can be rewritten as equivalent formulas with a small number of distinct variable symbols:
Kamp proved [Kam68] that every sentence of FO[<] is equivalent to one using only three
variables. The family of languages definable with two-variable sentences is strictly smaller
(see, for example, Immerman and Kozen [IK89]). The fragment FO2[<], consisting of the
two-variable formulas, has also been very thoroughly investigated, and once again, there are
many equivalent effective characterizations [TW98].
The reason FO2[<] is strictly contained in FO[<] is that one cannot express ‘betweenness’
with only two variables. More precisely, let a ∈ A. Then the predicate
a(x, y) = ∃z(x < z < y ∧ a(z)),
which says that there is an occurrence of a strictly between x and y, is not expressible using
only two variables. We denote by FO2[<, bet] the two-variable first-order logic that results
from adjoining these predicates for each a ∈ A to FO2[<].
More generally, if u = a1 · · · an ∈ A+, then we can consider the predicate 〈u〉(x, y),
which says that there is an occurrence of the factor u strictly between x and y,. We denote
by FO2[<, betfac] the two-variable logic that results when we adjoin all such predicates to
FO2[<].
What properties of words can we express when we adjoin these new relations to FO2[<]?
The first obvious question to ask is whether we recover all of FO[<] in this way. The answer,
as we shall see, is ‘no’, but we will give a much more precise description.
The present article is a study of these extended two-variable logics FO2[<, bet] and
FO2[<, betfac]. Our investigation is centered around two quite different themes. One
theme investigates several different logics, based on FO[<] as well as on the temporal logic
LTL, for expressing each of these betweenness, and establishes their expressive equivalence.
We explore the complexity of satisfiability-checking in these logics as a measure of their
descriptive succinctness.
The second theme is devoted to determining, in a sense that we will make precise, the
exact expressive power of the logics FO2[<, bet] and FO2[<, betfac]. Here we draw on
tools from the algebraic theory of semigroups to find decision procedures for determining
whether a given regular language is definable in FO2[<, bet] or in FO2[<, betfac].
In Section 2 we give the precise definition of our logics (although there is not much
more to it than what we have written in this Introduction). We introduce related logics
FO2[<, th] and FO2[<, thfac] which enforce quantitative constraints on counts of letters
and factors, respectively. We show that they have the same expressive power as FO2[<, bet]
and FO2[<, betfac], respectively, although they can result in formulas that are considerably
more succinct. Quite how far this expressiveness goes in terms of the quantifier alternation
depth (or, what is more or less the same thing, the so-called ‘dot-depth’) of languages
definable in this logic is studied in Section 3.
In Section 4 we introduce temporal logics, qualitative and quantitative, but again with
the same expressive power as our original formulations. We determine the complexity of
formula satisfiability for all these temporal as well as two-variable logics.
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Complexity/Variety Ap MeDA∗D MeDA DA∗D DA
Nonelementary FO [<]
Expspace CLTL[U,S] FO2[<, betfac], FO2[<, th], LTL[F,P,Xn,Yn]
FO2[<, thfac], FO2[<, bet], (binary notation)
BThFacTL BThTL,
ThTL
NExptime FO2[<, suc] FO2[<]
(unbounded alphabet)
Pspace LTL[U,S] BFacTL, BInvTL, LTL[F,P,X,Y]
NFacTL InvTL
NP FO2[<]
(bounded alphabet),
LTL[F,P]
Table 1: A summary of the results in this paper, in the context of the complexity of
satisfiability-checking and the expressive power of temporal and predicate logics
studied in earlier work. The top row shows the varieties of finite semigroups and
monoids that provide the effective characterization of the corresponding logics. Our
new results are in the shaded columns.
Section 5 introduces the algebraic machinery we will need to characterize the expressive-
ness of these logics.
Sections 6 and 7 are devoted to a characterization of the expressive power of FO2[<, bet]
in terms of the algebra of finite semigroups, and Section 8 reduces the definability question
for FO2[<, betfac] to that of FO2[<, bet]. As a result we find effective conditions both
for a language to be definable FO2[<, bet] and in FO2[<, betfac]. We use these results to
show that FO2[<, betfac] is strictly less expressive than FO[<], and FO2[<, bet] is strictly
less expressive that FO2[<, betfac]. Moreover, we also show that FO2[<] is strictly less
expressive than FO2[<, bet].
Table 1 gives a map of our results and compares them to those of related previous
work. Etessami et al. [EVW02] as well as Weis and Immerman [WI09] have explored logics
FO2[<] and FO2[<, suc], as well as matching temporal logics and their decision complexities.
Our own work has been in interval logics with the same expressive power [LPS08, LPS10].
The´rien and Wilke [TW98] found characterizations of the expressive power of these same
logics, using algebraic methods. We find that our new logics are more expressive but this
comes at the cost of some computational power.
In terms of related work, some counting extensions CLTL[U,S] of LTL[U,S] have been
studied by Laroussinie et al. [LMP10], and by Alur and Henzinger as discrete time Metric
Temporal logic [AH94]. In a more general setting, satisfiability and model theory of two-
variable and guarded logics with several relations on ordered as well as unordered relational
structures have been intensively studied (see Otto [Ott01], Gra¨del [Gra99]).
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2. Two-variable logics and games
2.1. Two-variable Between Logic. Throughout this paper, A denotes a finite alphabet,
A∗ the set of all words over A (including the empty word), and A+ the set of all nonempty
words over A. If w ∈ A+, then |w| denotes the length of w, and if, further, 1 ≤ i ≤ |w|, then
w(i) denotes the ith letter of w, where we take the leftmost letter of w to be the first letter.
The content α(w) ⊆ A of a word w ∈ A∗ is the set of letters that it contains.
FO[<] is first-order logic interpreted in words over a finite alphabet A. Variables
represent positions in a word, and the binary relation < is interpreted as the usual ordering
on positions. There is also a unary relation a(x) for each a ∈ A, interpreted to mean that
the letter in position x is a. If φ is a sentence of FO[<], then the set of words w ∈ A∗ such
that w |= φ is a language in A∗, in fact a regular language. Similarly, a formula φ(x) with
a single free variable defines a set of marked words (w, i), where w ∈ A+ and 1 ≤ i ≤ |w|.
Often we will be a little sloppy in our terminology, and treat FO[<] and its various sublogics
at times as sets of formulas, or as sets of sentences, or as a family of languages, or as a
family of sets of marked words. 1
For each a ∈ A we adjoin to this logic a binary relation a(x, y) which is interpreted to
mean ∃z(x < z ∧ z < y ∧ a(z)). This relation cannot be defined in ordinary first-order logic
over < without introducing a third variable. We will investigate the fragment FO2[<, bet],
obtained by restricting to formulas that use both the unary and binary a relations, along
with <, but use only two variables.
There is an even simpler relation that is not expressible in two-variable logic that we
could have adjoined: this is the successor y = x+ 1 (which we also write suc(x, y)). The
logic FO2[<] supplemented by successor, which we denote by FO2[<, suc] has also been
extensively studied, and the kinds of questions that we take up here for FO2[<, bet] have
already been answered for FO2[<, suc]. (See, for example, [EVW02, LPS10, TW98]).
Example. The successor relation y = x+ 1 is itself definable in FO2[<, bet], by a formula
that says no letter of the alphabet appears strictly between x and y. As a result, we can
define the set L of words over {a, b} in which there is no occurrence of two consecutive b’s by
a sentence of FO2[<, bet]. We can similarly define the set of words without two consecutive
a’s. Since we can also say that the first letter of a word is a (by ∀x(∀y(x ≤ y)→ a(x)) and
that the last letter is b, we can define the language (ab)∗ in FO2[<, bet]. This language is
not, however, definable in FO2[<].
Example. Let L ⊆ {a, b}∗ be the language defined by the regular expression
(a+ b)∗bab+ab(a+ b)∗
. This language is definable in FO2[<, bet] by the sentence
∃x(∃y(b(x, y) ∧ ¬a(x, y) ∧ φ(y)) ∧ ψ(x)),
where φ(y), ψ(x) are, respectively,
a(y) ∧ ∃x(suc(y, x) ∧ b(x)), a(x) ∧ ∃y(suc(y, x) ∧ b(y)).
As we shall see further on, this language is not definable in FO2[<, suc], so our new logic
has strictly more expressive power than FO2[<, suc].
1A marked word cannot be empty, but a word can be. In contrast to the usual practice in model theory,
we permit our formulas to be interpreted in the empty word: every existentially quantified sentence is taken
to be false in the empty word, and thus every universally quantified sentence is true.
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Example. The value of an r-bit counter (modulo 2r) can be represented by a word b1 · · · br
over {0, 1}, with b1 representing the least significant bit. A sequence c1c2 . . . ck of k such values
can be represented by a word mark · b11 · · · b1r ·mark · b21 · · · b2r ·mark · · ·mark · bk1 · · · bkr where
bij ∈ {0, 1} and mark is a new letter used to separate two successive counter values. The logic
FO2[<, bet] (and in fact its sublogic FO2[<, suc]) can assert properties such as (cj = ci),
(ci = p), (cj = ci + 1) or even (ci = cj + p) for any constant p with 0 ≤ p < 2r using formulas
of length polynomial in r. These formulas use monadic predicates mark(x), 0(x), 1(x).
The formulas Biti0(x) for 1 ≤ i ≤ r when evaluated at position x having letter mark
states that the bit in position x+ i has value 0. This is defined as
Bit10(x)
def
= ∃y : suc(x, y) ∧ 0(y),
Biti+10 (x)
def
= ∃y : suc(x, y) ∧Biti0(y),
We define the formulas Biti1(x) similarly.
The O(r2) size formula EQ(x, y) below checks equality of two numbers by comparing
the r bits in succession. We use the fact that the bit string always has r bits.
EQ(x, y)
def
= mark(x) ∧mark(y) ∧
∧r
i=1
EQi(x, y),
EQi(x, y)
def
= (Biti0(x)↔ Biti0(y))
By small variations of this formula, we can define formulas LT , GT etc, to make other
comparisons. Incrementing the counter modulo 2r can be encoded by an O(r3) formula
INC1(x, y) which converts a least significant block of 1s to 0s, and 0 after that to 1. We can
also define INCc(x, y) which checks that the number at position y of the word is obtained
by increasing the number at position x by a constant c.
In contrast, it is quite difficult to find examples of languages definable in FO[<] that
are not definable in FO2[<, bet]. Much of this paper is devoted to establishing methods for
generating such examples.
More generally, for each u = a1 · · · an ∈ A+ we define a binary relation 〈u〉(x, y), which
is interpreted to mean
∃z1 . . . ∃zn(x < z1 < . . . zn < y ∧ suc(z1, z2) ∧ · · · ∧ suc(zn−1, zn) ∧ a1(z1) ∧ · · · ∧ an(zn)).
That is, there is an occurrence of the factor u between x and y. The two-variable logic
obtained by adjoining all these relations to FO2[<] is denoted FO2[<, betfac]. In contrast
to FO2[<, bet], we will only interpret sentences in this logic in nonempty words. (This
somewhat technical condition is required to make our algebraic characterizations work. We
will have more to say about this in Section 5.)
2.2. Two-variable Threshold Logic. We generalize FO2[<, bet] as follows: Let k ≥ 0
and a ∈ A. We define (a, k)(x, y) to mean that x < y, and that there are at least k occurrences
of a between x and y. Adding these (infinitely many) relations gives a new logic FO2[<, th].
In an analogous fashion, we define FO2[<, thfac] by adjoining relations asserting that there
are at least k (possibly overlapping) occurrences of a factor u ∈ A+ strictly between x and y.
Examples. The language STAIRk consists of all words w over {a, b, c} which have a factor
of the form a(a+ c)∗a with at least k occurrences of a. This can be specified by sentence
∃x∃y((a, k)(x, y) ∧ ¬b(x, y)).
Threshold logic is quite useful in specifying quantitative properties of systems. For example,
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a bus arbiter circuit may have the property that if req is continuously on for 15 cycles then
there should be at least 3 occurrences of ack. This can be specified by ∀x∀y((req, 15)(x, y)→
(ack, 3)(x, y)).
Since a(x, y) is equivalent to (a, 1)(x, y), FO2[<, th] is at least as expressive as FO2[<, bet].
What is less obvious is that the converse is true, albeit at the cost of a large blowup in the
quantifier complexity of formulas:
Theorem 2.1. Considered both as families of languages and as families of sets of marked
words,
FO2[<, bet] = FO2[<, th].
There is a bit more to this than meets the eye–the stated equality of expressive power
holds only for sentences and for formulas with a single free variable interpreted in finite words
or finite marked words. For instance, the relations (a, k)(x, y) for k > 1 are not themselves
expressible by single formulas of FO2[<, bet], and therefore the proof of Theorem 2.1 is
not completely straightforward. We will give the proof of 2.1 in the next subsection, after
introducing our game apparatus below.
We also have the analogous result for the other logics we have introduced here:
Theorem 2.2. Considered both as families of languages and as families of sets of marked
words,
FO2[<, betfac] = FO2[<, thfac].
We will give the proof of this in Section 8.
2.3. A game characterization of FO2[<, bet]. We write (w1, i1) ≡k (w2, i2) if these two
marked words satisfy exactly the same formulas of FO2[<, bet] with one free variable of
quantifier depth no more than k.
We overload this notation, and also write w1 ≡k w2 if w1 and w2 are ordinary words
that satisfy exactly the same sentences of FO2[<, bet] with quantifier depth ≤ k.
Let k ≥ 0. The game is played for k rounds in two marked words (w1, i1) and (w2, i2)
with a single pebble on each word. At the start of the game, the pebbles are on the marks
i1 and i2. In each round, the pebble is moved to a new position in both words, producing
two new marked words.
Suppose that at the beginning of a round, the marked words are (w1, j1) and (w2, j2).
Player 1 selects one of the two words and moves the pebble to a different position. Let’s say
he picks w1, and moves the pebble to j
′
1, with j1 6= j′1. Player 2 moves the pebble to a new
position j′2 in w2. This response is required to satisfy the following properties:
(i) The moves are in the same direction: j1 < j
′
1 iff j2 < j
′
2.
(ii) The letters in the destination positions are the same: w1(j
′
1) = w2(j
′
2).
(iii) The set of letters jumped over is the same—that is, assuming j1 < j
′
1:
{a ∈ A : w1(k) = a for some j1 < k < j′1} =
{a ∈ A : w2(k) = a for some j2 < k < j′2}.
Player 2 wins the 0-round game if w1(i1) = w2(i2). Otherwise, Player 1 wins the 0-round
game.
Player 2 wins the k-round game for k > 0 if she makes a legal response in each of k
successive rounds, otherwise Player 1 wins.
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The following theorem and its corollary are just the standard results about Ehrenfeucht-
Fra¨ısse´ games adapted to this logic; we omit the proofs.
Theorem 2.3. (w1, i1) ≡k (w2, i2) if and only if Player 2 has a winning strategy in the
k-round game in the two marked words.
We can also define the k-round game in ordinary unmarked words w1, w2 ∈ A∗. Player
1 begins in the first round by placing a pebble on a position in one of the two words, and
Player 2 must respond on a position in the other word containing the same letter. Thereafter,
they play the game in the two marked words that result for k− 1 rounds. The following is a
direct consequence of the preceding theorem.
Corollary 2.4. Player 2 has a winning strategy in the k-round game in w1 and w2 if and
only if w1 ≡k w2.
2.4. Proof of Theorem 2.1. We introduce a game characterizing FO2[<, th]. Let θ be a
function from A to the positive integers. We consider formulas in FO2[<, th] in which for all
a ∈ A, every occurrence of the relation (a, k)(x, y) has k ≤ θ(a). Let’s call these θ-bounded
formulas.
The rules of the game are the same as those for the FO2[<, bet] game, with this
difference: At each move, for each a ∈ A, the number m1 of a’s jumped by Player 1 must
be equivalent, threshold θ(a), to the number m2 of a’s jumped by Player 2. That is, either
m1 and m2 are both greater than or equal to θ(a), or m1 = m2. Observe that the game for
FO2[<, bet] is the case θ(a) = 1 for all a ∈ A.
For marked words (w1, i1) and (w2, i2), let us define, (w1, i1) ≡θk (w2, i2) if and only if
they satisfy exactly the same θ-bounded formulas of quantifier depth less than or equal
to k. As with the case of FO2[<, bet], we also have a version of both the game and the
equivalence relation for ordinary words.
It is a routine matter to show that the analogues of Theorem 2.3 and Corollary 2.4
hold in this more general setting: Player 2 has a winning strategy in the k-round game in
(w1, i1), (w2, i2) if and only if (w1, i1) ≡θk (w2, i2), and likewise for ordinary words.
Let θ, θ′ be two functions from A to the natural numbers that differ by one in the
following sense: θ′(b) = θ(b) + 1 for exactly one b ∈ A, and θ′(a) = θ(a) for all a 6= b.
Obviously ≡θ′k is finer than ≡θk . We claim that ≡θ2k refines ≡θ
′
k .
This will give the desired result, because any threshold function θ can be built from the
base threshold function that assigns 1 to each letter of the alphabet by a sequence of steps
in which we add 1 to the threshold of each letter. So it follows by induction that for any θ,
≡θk is refined by ≡k·2r , where r =
∑
a∈A θ(a)− 1. In particular, each ≡θk-class is definable by
a FO2[<, bet] sentence, although the quantifier depth of this sentence is exponential in the
thresholds used.
So given a fixed FO2[<, th] formula φ there is a threshold θ such that the formula
is θ-bounded. Let k be the quantifier depth of φ. Then the formula cannot distinguish
words that are in the same equivalence class with respect to ≡θk. As there are only finitely
many θ-bounded formulas of quantifier depth at most k, there are only finitely many such
equivalence classes. By the argument above we can find a FO2[<, bet] formula for each
equivalence class accepted by φ and the disjunction of these will be a formula in FO2[<, bet]
that has the same models as φ.
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Finally, we prove the claim above with a game argument, showing that if Player 2 has a
winning strategy in the 2k-round θ game in (w1, w2) then she has a strategy in the k-round
θ′ game in the same two words. This is done by a strategy-copying argument: Suppose
Player 2 needs to know how to reply to a rightward move by Player 1 in w1. If for each a,
the number of occurrences of a in the jumped-over letters is no more than θ(a), then she
can just use the reply she would ordinarily make in the θ game. Suppose, however, that the
jumped-over letters contain θ′(b) = θ(b) + 1 occurrences of b. Player 2 computes her reply
by decomposing this move of Player 1 into two separate moves: A jump to an occurrence
of b strictly between the source and destination of the move, and then a jump from this
position to the destination of the move. Player 2 has a legal reply to each of these moves
in the θ-game, and the two successive replies constitute a successful reply in the θ′-game.
Observe that Player 2 uses up no more than two of her moves in the θ-game for each move
in the θ′ game.
3. Alternation depth
We are interested in how FO2[<, bet] sits inside FO[<]. One way to measure the complexity
of a language in FO[<] is by the smallest number of alternations of quantifiers required in
a defining formula, that is the smallest k such that the language is definable by a boolean
combination of sentences of Σk[<]. We will call this the alternation depth of the language.
(This is closely related to the dot-depth, which can be defined the same way, but with
slightly different base of atomic formulas.) We stress that the alternation depth is measured
with respect to arbitrary FO[<] sentences, and not the variable-restricted sentences of
FO2[<, bet].
For the reader familiar with the lower levels of the quantifier alternation hierarchy of
first-order logic (see [DGK08] for a survey), these are the classes on the right in Figure 1.
Those on the left are the classes of the original dot depth hierarchy of Cohen and Brzozowski
[CB71]. The logics which we have introduced in [KLPS16, KLPS18] and in this paper are
at top centre. They have a nonempty intersection with every level of both the hierarchies.
The two example languages BB2 and U2 (defined in the diagram caption) have played a
prominent role in our work.
Theorem 3.1. The alternation depth of languages in FO2[<, bet] is unbounded.
Proof. Consider an alphabet consisting of the symbols
0, 1,∨1,∧2,∨3,∧4, · · · .
We define a sequence of languages by regular expressions as follows:
C1 = ∨1(0 + 1)+
T1 = ∨1(0 + 1)∗1(0 + 1)∗.
For even m > 1,
Cm = ∧mC+m−1, Tm = ∧mT+m−1.
For odd m > 1,
Cm = ∨mC+m−1, Tm = ∨mC∗m−1Tm−1C∗m−1.
Observe that Cm and Tm are languages over a finite alphabet of m + 2 letters. Cm
denotes the set of prefix encodings of depth m boolean circuits with 0’s and 1’s at the inputs.
In these circuits the input layer of 0’s and 1’s is followed by a layer of unbounded fan-in OR
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∆2[<] = FO
2[<]
Π2[<]
BΣ2[<]
63U2
∆3[<]
3U2, 63BB2
Π3[<]
3BB2
FO[<]
BΣ1[<, suc,min,max]
∆2[<, suc] = FO
2[<, suc]63BB2
Π2[<, suc]
3BB2
BΣ2[<, suc]
63U2
∆3[<, suc]
3U2 FO2[<, bet] 63BB2
FO2[<, betfac]3BB2
Figure 1: Dot depth and quantifier alternation hierarchies. The language U2 over alphabet
A = {a, b, c} is (A∗ \ (A∗ac∗aA∗)) ∪ (A∗ \ (A∗bc∗bA∗))ac∗aA∗, it consists of words
which have no occurrence of bc∗b before an occurrence of ac∗a. The language BB2
over {a, b} is (a(ab)∗b)∗.
gates, then alternating layers of unbounded fan-in AND and OR gates (strictly speaking,
these circuits are trees of AND and OR gates). Tm denotes the set of encodings of those
circuits in Cm that evaluate to true.
We obtain a sentence defining C1 by saying that the first symbol is ∨1 and every symbol
after this is either 0 or 1.
∃x(∨1(x) ∧ ∀y(x ≤ y ∧ x < y → (1(y) ∨ 0(y)))).
We obtain a sentence for T1 by taking the conjunction of this sentence with ∃x1(x).
For the inductive step, we suppose that we have a sentence defining Tk for k ≥ 1. Let’s
suppose first that k is odd. Thus Tk is a union of ≡r-classes for some r, which we assume to
be at least 2. Consequently, whenever v ∈ Tk and v′ /∈ Tk, Player 1 has a winning strategy in
the r-round game in v and v′. The proof now proceeds by showing that whenever w ∈ Tk+1
and w′ /∈ Tk+1, Player 1 has a winning strategy in the (r+ 1)-round game in these two words.
This implies that the ≡r-class of w is contained within Tk+1, and thus Tk+1 is a union of
such classes, and hence definable by a sentence in our logic.
First the easy cases: If w′ has no occurrence of ∧k+1, then Player 1 wins the game in
one round. If w′ has two or more occurrences of ∧k+1, then Player 1 wins the game in
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two rounds, by first playing on the unique ∧k+1 in w and then jumping in w′ to a second
occurrence. If ∧k+1 is not the first letter of w′, then Player 1 likewise wins in two rounds by
playing first on this occurrence, and then moving the pebble in w′ one position left in the
second round. If ∨k is not the second letter of w′, then Player 2 wins in two rounds again,
by playing first on the initial letter of w, and then moving this pebble in the second round
to the second position of w. Player 2 must respond by moving the pebble in w′ one position
to the the right as well, because the set of letters in jumped positions must be empty.
Thus if Player 2 is to have a chance at all, w′ must have a factorization
w′ = ∧k+1 ∨k w′1 · · · ∨k w′p,
where each w′1 contains no occurrences of either ∨k or ∧k+1, and p ≥ 1. Let
w = ∧k+1 ∨k w1 · · · ∨k wq,
be the corresponding factorization of w. Since w ∈ Tk+1, every factor ∨kwj belongs to Tk.
However, some factor ∨kw′s is not in Tk. So Player 1 opens by putting the pebble on first
letter of the factor ∨kw′s, and Player 2 must respond on the first letter of ∨kwt for some t.
By the inductive hypothesis, Player 1 has a winning strategy in the r-round game in ∨kw′s
and ∨kwt. Player 1 now proceeds to play this strategy. Observe that every move he makes
inside ∨kwt or ∨kw′s must be answered my a move within one of these factors, since Player
2 is not allowed to jump over an occurrence of ∨k. Thus Player 1 wins the r-round game in
w,w′.
The argument for the case where k is even, and for the classes Ck, is identical. Observe
that since T1 is defined by a formula of quantifier depth 2, we can take r = k+ 1. It remains
to prove the claim about unbounded alternation depth. It is possible to give an elementary
proof of this using games. However, by deploying some more sophisticated results from
circuit complexity, we can quickly see that the claim is true. Let us suppose that we have a
language L ⊆ {0, 1}∗ recognized by a constant-depth polynomial-size family of unbounded
fan-in boolean circuits; that is, L belongs to the circuit complexity class AC0. We can encode
the pair consisting of a word w of length n and the circuit for length n inputs by a word
p(w) ∈ Cn. We now have w ∈ L if and only if p(w) ∈ Tn.
Now if the alternation depth of all the Tn is bounded above by some fixed integer d, then
we can recognize every Tn by a polynomial-size family of circuits of depth d. We can use this
to obtain a polynomial family of circuits of depth d recognizing L. This contradicts the fact
(see Sipser [Sip83]) that the required circuit depth of languages in AC0 is unbounded.
The situation appears to be different if we bound the size of the alphabet. In an earlier
paper [KLPS16], we showed that if |A| = 2, then the alternation depth of languages in A∗
definable in FO2[<, bet] is bounded above by 3. We conjecture that for any fixed alphabet
A, the alternation depth is bounded above by a linear function of |A|, but this question
remains open.
4. Temporal logics and satisfiability
We denote by TL[F,P] temporal logic with two operators F and P. Atomic formulas are
propositions p ∈ PV , a finite set of propositions. Formulas are built from atomic formulas
by applying the boolean operations ∧,∨, and ¬, and the modal operators γ 7→ Fγ, γ 7→ Pγ.
Temporal logics have been interpreted over infinite as well as finite words. Here we
confine ourselves only to finite words. So the propositions PV can be just the alphabet
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A. We interpret these formulas in marked words. Thus (w, i) |= a if w(i) = a, where
w(i) denotes the ith letter of w. Boolean operations have the usual meaning. We define
(w, i) |= Fγ if there is some j > i such that (w, j) |= γ, and (w, i) |= Pγ if there is some j < i
with (w, j) |= γ.
In the setting of verification, it is convenient working with words over a set of propositions
℘(PV ) as the alphabet, and a boolean formula determining the set which holds at a position
i. We also find it convenient to use a set of propositions in Section 4.4 where we have to
perform reductions between problems.
We can also interpret a formula in ordinary, that is, unmarked words, by defining w |= γ
to mean (w, 1) |= γ. Thus temporal formulas, like first-order sentences, define languages
in A∗. The temporal logic TL[F,P] is known to define exactly the languages definable in
FO2[<] (see [EVW02, TW98]).
The size of a temporal logic formula can be measured as usual, using the parse tree of
the formula, or using the parse dag of the formula, where a syntactically unique subformula
occurs only once. The latter representation is shorter and is used in the formula-to-
automaton construction [VW94]. The complexity of decision procedures for model checking
and satisfiability do not change (see [DGL16]). For our results, we will use the latter notion
of dag-size.
4.1. Betweenness of letters. We now define new temporal logics by modifying the modal
operators F and P with betweenness and threshold constraints—these are versions of the
between relations 〈u〉(x, y) and (a, k)(x, y) that we introduced earlier. Let B ⊆ A. A
threshold constraint is an expression of the form #B ∼ c, where c ≥ 0, and ∼ is one of the
symbols {<,≤, >,≥,=}. Let w ∈ A∗ and 1 ≤ i < j ≤ |w|. We say that (w, i, j) satisfies the
threshold constraint #B ∼ c if
|{k : i < k < j and w(k) ∈ B}| ∼ c.
We can combine threshold constraints with boolean operations ∧,∨,¬. We define satisfaction
of a boolean combination of threshold constraints in the obvious way–that is, w(i, j) satisfies
g1 ∨ g2 if and only if (w, i, j) satisfies g1 or g2, and likewise for the other boolean operations.
If g is a boolean combination of threshold constraints, then our new operators Fg and
Pg are defined as follows: (w, i) |= Fgγ if there exists j > i such that (w, i, j) satisfies g and
(w, j) |= γ, (w, i) |= Pgγ if and only if there exists j < i such that (w, j, i) satisfies g and
(w, j) |= γ.
Examples.
We can express Fγ with threshold constraints as F#∅=0γ.
We use X to denote the ‘next’ operator: (w, i) |= Xγ if and only if (w, i+ 1) |= γ. We can
express this with threshold constraints by F#A=0γ.
We can define the language (ab)+ over the alphabet {a, b} as the conjunction of several
subformulas: a ∧ Xb says that the first letter is a and the second b. ¬F(a ∧ Xa) says that
no occurrence of a after the first letter is immediately followed by another a, and similarly
we can say that no occurrence of b is followed immediately by another b. The formula
F(b ∧ ¬X(a ∨ b)) says that the last letter is b.
We denote by BThTL temporal logic with these modified operators Fg and Pg, where g is
a boolean combination of threshold constraints. We also define several fragments of BThTL.
In ThTL we further restrict guards g to be atomic, rather than boolean combinations. In
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InvTL we restrict ThTL to constraints of the form #B = 0 – we call these invariance
constraints since they assert invariance of absence of letters of B in parts of words. In
BInvTL we allow boolean combinations of such invariance constraints.
Example. It is useful to have boolean combinations of threshold constraints. The language
STAIRk given in Section 2.2 can be defined by F(F#a=k∧#b=0 true).
Theorem 4.1. The logics ThTL, BThTL, InvTL, BInvTL, FO2[<, th] and FO2[<, bet]
all define the same family of languages.
Proof. In terms of syntactic classes, we obviously have
InvTL ⊆ BInvTL ⊆ BThTL,
and
InvTL ⊆ ThTL ⊆ BThTL.
We show that BThTL ⊆ InvTL using a chain of inclusions passing through the two-
variable logics. In performing these translations, we will only discuss the future modalities,
since the past modalities can be treated the same way.
We can directly translate any formula in BThTL into an equivalent formula of FO2[<, th]
with a single free variable x: A formula Fgψ, where g is a boolean combination of threshold
constraints, is replaced by a quantified formula ∃y(y > x ∧ α ∧ β(y)), where α is a boolean
combination of formulas (a, k)(x, y) and β is the translation of ψ.
We know from Theorem 2.1 that any formula of FO2[<, th] can in turn be translated into
an equivalent formula of FO2[<, bet]. Furthermore, FO2[<, bet] is equivalent to BInvTL:
A simple game argument shows that equivalence of marked words with respect to BInvTL
formulas of modal depth k is precisely the relation ≡k of equivalence with respect to
FO2[<, bet] formulas with quantifier depth k.
So it remains to show that BInvTL ⊆ InvTL: We do this by translating Fgφ, where g
is a boolean combination of constraints of the form #B = 0, into a formula that uses only
single constraints of this form.
We can rewrite the boolean combination as the disjunction of conjunctions of constraints
of the form #{a} = 0 and #{a} > 0. Since, easily, Fg1∨g2γ is equivalent to Fg1γ ∨ Fg2γ,
we need only treat the case where g is a conjunction of such constraints. We illustrate the
general procedure for translating such conjunctions with an example. Suppose A includes
the letters a, b, c. How do we express Fgγ, where g is (#{a} = 0)∧ (#{b} > 0)∧ (#{c} > 0)?
The letters b and c must appear in the interval between the current position and the position
where γ holds. Suppose that b appears before c does. We write this as
F#{a,b,c}=0(b ∧ F#{a,c}=0(c ∧ F#{a}=0γ)).
We take the disjunction of this with the same formula in which the roles of b and c are
reversed.
Finally, we remark that F#{a1,...,ap}=0γ ≡
∧
1≤i≤p F#{ai}=0}γ, and similarly for the
past modality. Lemma 4.3 in the next section gives a proof of this. Thus, InvTL can be
simplified to consider singleton sets only.
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4.2. Betweenness of factors. The temporal logics of previous section allowed F and P
modalities to be constrained by threshold counting constraints on occurrence of letters.
In this section, we extend this to threshold counting constraints on occurrence of factors
(words). For example, a formula F{(#ab≥3)∧(#c=0)} c states that there is next occurrence of c
in future with at least 3 occurrences of factor ab in-between. We denote by BThFacTL, the
temporal logic with these modified operators Fg and Pg, where g is a boolean combination of
threshold factor constraints. We also define several fragments of BThFacTL: For example,
BFacTL has the modalities FRγ and PRγ where R is a boolean combination of requirements
on occurrences of factors. Since disjunctions can be pulled out, we write the conjunctive
requirements as a finite set of positive and negative factors. Thus, for simplicity, R has
the form {u1, . . . , up,¬v1, . . . ,¬vr} in BFacTL. This R denotes the constraint (#u1 >
0∧ . . .#up > 0∧#v1 = 0∧ . . .#vr = 0). Logic NFacTL is a further restricted version where
there are no positive requirements and a single negative requirement is permitted, i.e. R has
the form {¬v}.
Formally, we have (w, i) |= FRγ if for some j > i, (w, j) |= γ and for every positive factor
u ∈ R there is an occurrence of factor u between, that is, for some i < k < k + |u| − 1 < j,
(w, k) |= st(u), and for every negative factor ¬v ∈ R there is no occurrence of factor v
between, that is, for all i < k < k + |v| − 1 < j, (w, k) 6|= st(v).
Notation. For convenience, for u = a1a2 . . . an, we will abbreviate by st(u) the LTL formula
a1 ∧ X(a2 ∧ (· · · ∧ Xan)) and by end(u) the formula an ∧ Y(an−1 ∧ (· · · ∧ Ya1)). Also, for
u = ε (empty string) define st(u) = end(u) = true.
Examples.
The formula G(st(bb)→ P(end(aa))) specifies that there every occurrence of factor bb
is preceded by an aa.
G[st(bb) ∧ P(end(bb))→ P{aa,¬bb}(end(bb))] says that between any two occurrences of
bb there must be an aa.
Theorem 4.2. The logics BThFacTL, BFacTL, NFacTL, FO2[<, thfac] and FO2[<, betfac]
all define the same family of languages.
As in the proof of Theorem 4.1, the key question is how to translate BFacTL into
NFacTL. All other reductions are straightforward extensions (substituting factors in place
of letters) of those given in the previous proof. Hence we omit repeating these. For
showing BFacTL ⊆ NFacTL, We consider the modality F{u1,...,up,¬v1,...,¬vr}γ and construct
an equivalent formula using only the modality of the form F{¬v}γ. Note that the size of the
former formula is taken to be (|u1|+ . . .+ |up|+ |v1|+ . . .+ |vr|) + size(γ) + 1.
Lemma 4.3. F{u1,...,up,¬v1,...,¬vr}γ ≡
∧
1≤i≤p
∧
1≤j≤r F{ui,¬vj}γ. The dag-size of the
right hand formula is polynomial in the size of the left hand formula.
Proof. First note that
F{u1,...,up,¬v1,...,¬vr}γ ≡
∧
1≤i≤p
F{ui,¬v1,...,¬vr}γ
The forward direction is clear. For the converse, let k be the position where the right hand
conjunction holds. Let xi > k such that (w, xi) |= γ witnessing (w, k) |= F{ui,¬v1,...,¬vr}γ.
Consider x = max{xi}. Then, (w, x) |= γ witnessing the left hand formula.
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w I I
x
F{u,¬v}γ
I
s
st(u)
I
e
end(u)
I
y
γ
u
¬v
Equivalently
(3a),(3b),(3c) I I I I I I¬v ¬v ¬v
(3d) I I¬v
(3e) I I¬v
(3f) I I¬v
Allowed
(3g) I I
v
(3h) I I
v
Figure 2: w, x |= F{u,¬v}γ with allowed and forbidden occurrences of v, classified as (3a)-(3f).
Also,
F{u,¬v1,...,¬vr}γ ≡
∧
1≤j≤r
F{u,¬vi}γ
The forward direction is clear. For the converse, let k be the position where the right hand
conjunction holds. Let xi > k s.t. (w, xj) |= γ witnessing (w, k) |= F{u,¬vj}. Consider
x = min{xi}. Then, (w, x) |= γ witnessing the left hand formula.
The result follows by combining the two steps. It is also clear that resulting formula
has p.r conjuncts of constant size which each use γ as subformula. Hence, the dag-size of
the conjunction is polynomial in the size of the left hand formula.
Because of above Lemma 4.3, we only need to consider formulas with modalities of the
form F{u,¬v}γ and P{u,¬v}γ. Next, We will reduce F{u,¬v}γ to an equivalent formula only
using the modalities of the form F{¬v}γ which we abbreviate as F¬vγ. A similar reduction
can be carried out for the past modality too.
We have to consider several cases which are illustrated in Figure 2. Notice that, from
the semantics, (w, x) |= F{u,¬v}γ iff for given w, x there exist s, e, y such that x < s < e < y
and (1) w[s, e] = u, (2) (w, y) |= γ, and (3) v is not a factor of w[x+ 1, y − 1]. Also, notice
that, without loss of generality, it is sufficient to consider the earliest s, e, y satisfying (1),(2)
and to check for (3). We shall assume this henceforth.
The above condition (3) that v is not a factor of w[x + 1, y − 1] is equivalent to the
conjunction of conditions: v is not a factor of any of (3a) w[x+ 1, s− 1], (3b) w[s, e], (3c)
w[e+ 1, y − 1], as well as the three overlap conditions below.
(3d’) v does not overlap u at s, more precisely: v = v1u1 and u = u1u2 with u1, u2, v1 6= ε.
We call v1 a pre-overlap and let Opre1 be the set of possible pre-overlaps.
(3e’) v does not overlap u at e, more precisely: u = u1u2 and v = u1v2 with u1, u2, v2 6= ε.
We call v2 a post-overlap and let Opost1 be the set of all possible post-overlaps.
(3f’) v does not overlap u at both s and e, that is, v = v1 · u · v2 with v1 6= ε ∨ v2 6= ε. We
call v1 a pre-super-overlap and v2 a post-super-overlap. In this case we let Opre2 = {v1}
and Opost2 = {v2} where v1, v2 are obtained by the factorization of v which makes v1 the
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shortest. If no such pair (v1, v2) exists, let Opre2 = Opost2 = ∅. Thus, Opre2, Opost2 are
either both singleton sets or both are empty.
Note that, in condition (3f’) above, we have considered only the factorization v = v1 ·u·v2
which makes v1 the shortest such factor. (There may be multiple factorizations of v possible.
See the example below.) This is justified as we are considering the earliest occurrence of u,
and any other factorization will lead to an earlier occurrence of u.
Examples. For u = aaa and v = bbb, trivially, Opre1 = Opost1 = Opre2 = Opost2 = ∅
since there are no overlaps.
For u = ababbb and v = bbabab, because of pre-overlaps (v = bb · abab, u = abab · bb)
and (v = bbab · ab, u = ab · abbb), we get Opre1 = {bb, bbab}. Note that which of these
overlaps will apply will depend of word w. If w = bbabababbb then Opre1 element bbab will
characterise pre-overlap whereas if w = bbababbb then Opre1 element bb will characterize the
pre-overlap. Also, due to post-overlap (u = abab · bb, v = bb · abab) we have Opost1 = {abab}.
Since, u is not subword of v, we have Opre2 = Opost2 = ∅.
For u = aa and v = aaaabbaaaa, we have several possible overlaps. The only pre-overlap
is (v = aaaabbaaa · a, u = a · a). Super-overlaps are v = aaaabbaa · aa·, aaaabba · aa · a,
aaaabb · aa · aa, aa · aa · bbaaaa, a · aa · abbaaaa, ·aa · aabbaaaa. We have one post-overlap
(v = a · aaabbaaaa, u = a · a). Hence, we get Opre1 = {aaaabbaaa}, Opost1 = {aaabbaaaa}.
It is sufficient to consider the canonical super-overlap ·aa · aabbaaaa giving Opre2 = {ε} and
Opost2 = {aabbaaaa}.
Observe that we can rephrase conditions (3d’-3f’) to equivalent conditions (3d-3f) as
follows.
(3d) for all pre-overlaps v′ ∈ Opre1 we have v′ is not a suffix of w[x+ 1, s− 1].
(3e) for all post-overlaps v′ ∈ Opost1 we have v′ is not a prefix of w[e+ 1, y − 1].
(3f) Since Opre2 = Opost2 = ∅ or Opre2 = {v′1}, Opost2 = {v′2}, (3f) states that Opre2 = ∅,
or, pre-super-overlap v′1 being suffix of w[x+ 1, s− 1] implies post-super-overlap v′2 is not a
prefix of w[e+ 1, y − 1]. That is, v′1uv′2 does not super-overlap u.
Lemma 4.4. w, x |= F{u,¬v}γ iff for given w, x there exist s, e, y s.t. x < s < e < y and
conditions (1),(2),(3a-3f) are satisfied.
We now define a formula β ∈ NFacTL to enforce conditions (1),(2), (3a-3f). By the
previous lemma, this will give β equivalent to F{u,¬v}γ. If u = u1 · v · u2, then condition (3b)
is violated, and trivially F{u,¬v}γ ≡ false. In the rest of the section, we assume that v is
not a factor of u, and hence condition (3b) is always satisfied.
For U, V ⊆fin A∗, define as below, with empty disjuncts vacuously evaluating to false:
Pre(U) =
∨
(v′∈U) Yend(v
′), Pre(U, i) =
∨
(v′∈U,|v′|<i) Yend(v
′)
Post(V ) =
∨
(v′∈V ) Xst(v
′), Post(V, i) =
∨
(v′∈V,|v′|<i) Xst(v
′)
Then, (w, s) |= ¬Pre(U) states that no v′ ∈ U ends at s− 1 in w. Moreover, (w, s) |=
¬Pre(U, i) states that no v′ ∈ U of length shorter than i ends at s− 1. Formulas ¬Pre(U)
and ¬Pre(U, i) will be used to enforce condition (3d). Similarly, formulas ¬Post(V ) and
¬Post(V, i) will be used to enforce condition (3e).
For given u, v, let Opre1, Opost1, Opre2, Opost2, as well as predicates Pre(·), Post(·) on
them, be syntactically determined as defined above. These predicates have to be applied at
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different points. We define a subsidiary formula δ(V ) with a parameter V ⊆fin A∗, to check
the post-requirements. Let m = max{|v′| | v′ ∈ V }.
δ(V ) = [(F¬v γ) ∧ ¬Post(V )] ∨
m∨
i=1
[(Xiγ) ∧ ¬Post(V, i)]
Lemma 4.5. Let V be a given finite set of words such that m < |v| where δ and m are as
defined above. Then, w, e |= δ(V ) iff for given w, e there exists y s.t. e < y and conditions (2),
(3c) and (NoPost) hold. Here, (NoPost): for all v′ ∈ V , v′ is not a prefix of w[e+ 1, y− 1].
Proof. For the direction from left to right, let w, e |= δ(V ).
Case 1: w, e |= (F¬vγ) ∧ ¬Post(V ). Then by the semantics of F¬vγ, conditions (2) and
(3c) are satisfied. Also, the conjunct ¬Post(V ) ensures that any v′ ∈ V is not a prefix of
w[e+ 1, |w| − 1] and hence not a prefix of w[e+ 1, y − 1]. Thus, (NoPost) is satisfied.
Case 2: w, e |= (Xiγ)∧¬Post(V, i) for some 1 ≤ i ≤ m. Note that m < |v|. Taking y = e+ i
we get that (2) is satisfied. Moreover, (3c) is satisfied as interval (e, y) of length i is too
small to accommodate v. Finally, conjunct ¬Post(V, i) ensures absence of any v′ ∈ V with
|v′| < i is a prefix of w[e+ 1, |w| − 1] and hence a prefix of w[e+ 1, y − 1]. Also, any v′ ∈ V
with |v′| ≥ i which starts at e + 1 will end after y − 1 and hence it cannot be a prefix of
w[e+ 1, y − 1]. This is sufficient to satisfy (NoPost).
In the other direction, let w, e, y be such that e < y with (2),(3c) and (NoPost) satisfied.
Case 1: y − e > m. Then, F¬vγ follows from (2) and (3c). By (NoPost), every v′ ∈ V is not
prefix of w[e+ 1, y − 1]. But as y − e > m and |v′| ≤ m, we have any v′ starting at e+ 1
must end before position y. Hence, w, e |= ¬Post(V ). Thus, w, e satisfies the first disjunct
of δ(V ).
Case 2: y − e ≤ m. Let i = y − e. Then by (2) we have w, e + i |= γ giving w, e |= Xiγ.
Also, by (NoPost), for all v′ ∈ V with |v′| < i we have v′ is not a prefix of [e+ 1, y− 1]. Also,
any v′ ∈ V with |v′| ≥ i which starts at e+ 1 will end after y − 1 and hence it cannot be a
prefix of w[e+ 1, y − 1]. Hence, w, e |= ¬Post(V, i). Thus, w, e satisfies the second disjunct
of δ(V ).
We now define β, parameterized by overlap sets. For given u, v, let Opre1, Opost1, Opre2,
Opost2 be as defined earlier. Let k = max{|v′| | v′ ∈ Opre1 ∪Opre2}. The formula β is:
F¬v [st(u) ∧ ¬Pre(Opre1) ∧ [ [¬Pre(Opre2) ∧ X(|u|−1)(δ(Opost1))]
∨ [ X(|u|−1)(δ(Opost1 ∪Opost2))] ] ]
∨ ∨k
i=1 X
i[st(u) ∧ ¬Pre(Opre1, i) ∧ [ [(¬Pre(Opre2, i)) ∧ X(|u|−1)(δ(Opost1))]
∨ [ X(|u|−1)(δ(Opost1 ∪Opost2))] ] ]
Lemma 4.6. w, x |= β iff for given w, x there exist s, e such that x < s < e satisfying
conditions (1),(2),(3a-3f).
Proof. There are two cases, Opre2 = Opost2 = ∅, and Opre2 = {v1}, Opost2 = {v2} for
some v1, v2. We consider the more complex second case. The first case is similar to a subcase
of the second one and omitted.
For proving the forward implication, assume that w, x |= β. Notice that β has two outer
disjuncts.
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(Case 1: w, x satisfies the first outer disjunct). By subformula w, x |= F¬v[st(u)], condition
(1) and (3a) are satisfied. We already assumed that (3b) is satisfied. Further, the subformula
¬Pre(Opre1) ensures that every v′ ∈ Opre1 does not end at s− 1 and hence it cannot be a
suffix of w[x+ 1, s− 1]. Hence (3d) is satisfied.
The remaining subformula consists of two sub-disjuncts. In case the first sub-disjunct
holds, we have w, s |= ¬Pre(Opre2), which implies v1 is not a suffix of w[x + 1, s − 1].
Hence, (3f) is satisfied. Moreover, in this case, the formula asserts w, e |= δ(Opost1). By the
forward direction of Lemma 4.5, conditions (2),(3c), and NoPost(Opost1) hold. Observe
that NoPost(Opost1) implies (3e).
If the second sub-disjunct holds, the formula asserts w, e |= δ(Opost1 ∪ Opost2). By
Lemma 4.5, conditions (2),(3c), and NoPost(Opost1∪Opost2) hold, the last of which implies
(3e) and (3f).
(Case 2: w, x satisfies the second outer disjunct of β). Then, for some 1 ≤ i ≤ k we have
w, x |= Xist(u), which by taking s = x + i, gives (1). Also i ≤ k < |v|, giving (3a), as
interval [x+ 1, s− 1] is too small to contain v. Further, subformula ¬Pre(Opre1, i) ensures
that every v′ ∈ Opre1 with |v′| < i does not end at s− 1 and hence it cannot be a suffix of
w[x+ 1, s− 1]. If v′ ∈ Opre1 with |v′| ≥ i then v′ cannot be a suffix of w[x+ 1, s− 1] as the
interval [x+ 1, s− 1] is shorter than |v′|. Hence (3d) is satisfied.
The remaining subformula consists of two sub-disjuncts. Notice that, by reasoning
similar to above, v1 is suffix of w[x+ 1, s− 1] iff w, s |= Pre(Opre2, i). Then, the proof that
conditions (2),(3c), (3e) and (3f) hold is analogous to the proof in Case 1.
For proving backward implication, assume that for given w, x there exist s, e such that
x < s < e and (1),(2),(3a-3f) are satisfied. We consider two cases s− x > k and s− x ≤ k.
(Case 1: s − x > k). We will show that first outer disjunct holds. By (1) and (3a), we
have w, x |= F¬vst(u). Also, (3d) states that for all v′ ∈ Opre1, we have v′ is not a suffix of
w[x+ 1, s− 1]. But, as |v′| ≤ k and s− x > k we get that v′ is not the suffix of w[0, s− 1].
Hence, w, s |= ¬Pre(Opre1). By similar reasoning, v1 ∈ OPre2 is a suffix of w[x+1, s−1] iff
w, s |= Pre(Opre2). Also, right to left direction of Lemma 4.5 with conditions (2),(3c),(3e)
imply w, e |= δ(Opost1). If v1 is a not suffix of w[x + 1, s − 1], the first sub-disjunct is
satisfied. If v1 is a suffix of w[x + 1, s − 1] then, condition (3f) implies that v2 is not a
prefix of w[e + 1, y − 1]. In this case, by right to left direction of Lemma 4.5, we get
w, e |= δ(Opost1 ∪Opost2), satisfying the second sub-disjunct. Thus, the first outer disjunct
holds in both cases.
(Case 2: s−x ≤ k). Let i = s−x. Then 1 ≤ i ≤ k. By (1) we have w, x |= Xist(u). By (3e),
for all v′ ∈ Opre1 with |v′| < i, we have v′ does not end at s−1, giving w, s |= ¬Pre(Opre1, i).
Similarly, v1 ∈ Opre2 is not a suffix of w[x+ 1, s− 1] iff w, s |= ¬Pre(Opre2, i). Also, right
to left direction of Lemma 4.5 with conditions (2),(3c),(3e) imply w, e |= δ(Opost1). If
v1 is not a suffix of w[x + 1, s − 1], the first sub-disjunct is satisfied. If v1 is a suffix of
w[x+ 1, s− 1] then, condition (3f) implies that v2 is not a prefix of w[e+ 1, y − 1]. In this
case, by right to left direction of Lemma 4.5, we get w, e |= δ(Opost1 ∪Opost2), satisfying
the second sub-disjunct. Thus, the second outer disjunct holds in both cases.
By combining Lemmas 4.4 and 4.6, we have w, x |= F{u,¬v}γ iff w, x |= β. The result
that BFacTL ⊆ NFacTL follows from this by first applying Lemma 4.3. It is easy to see
that the dag-size of β, with the δ occurrences substituted out, is polynomial in the size of
F{u,¬v}γ. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.2.
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Now we give a reduction from NFacTL to LTL.
Lemma 4.7. For F¬vγ we have an equivalent LTL formula:
(
|v|−1∨
i=1
Xiγ) ∨ ((¬end(v))Uγ).
The proof follows from the semantics. Note that the dag-size of the LTL formula is
polynomial in the size of F¬vγ.
4.3. Complexity of satisfiability. Given a formula in one of these logics, what is the
computational complexity of determining whether it has a model, that is, whether the
language it defines is empty or not? This is the satisfiability problem for the logic. To
determine this, we require some way to measure the size of the input formula. For formulas
containing threshold constraints, we code the threshold value in binary, so that mention
of a threshold constant c contributes dlog2 ce to the size of the formula. Mention of a
subalphabet B contributes |B| to the size of the formula. Our results below hold for bounded
and unbounded alphabets, which may be explicitly specified or symbolically specified by
propositions. Recall that we use the dag-size, that is, the input formula is represented as a
dag (see [DGL16]).
We think that providing such factor requirements in temporal logic, using our simple
notation, improves convenience without sacrificing complexity of satisfiability. Threshold
requirements provide greater succinctness, but that comes with a computational cost.
Theorem 4.8. The satisfiability problems for the temporal logics BFacTL,BInvTL (with
boolean combination of invariance constraints) and InvTL are Pspace-complete. The satisfi-
ability problems for BThFacTL, BThTL (with boolean combination of threshold constraints)
are Expspace-complete.
Proof. Satisfiability of InvTL is Pspace-hard [SC85] since it includes LTL[F,P,X,Y]. We
observe that BFacTL can be translated into LTL[U,S] (in dag-representation) in polynomial
time, as given in the proof of Theorem 4.2. Giving the upper bound for the factor logic
BFacTL takes more work, but nearly all of it has been done in Theorem 4.2, using which we
translate to an NFacTL formula with polynomially larger dag-size, which only uses singleton
negative requirements. By Lemma 4.7 this translation can be continued in polynomial time
into an LTL formula ( which uses the binary until operation, and the decision procedure
for LTL [SC85] completes the proof. Syntactically, InvTL ⊂ BInvTL ⊂ BFacTL. Hence,
satisfiability of BFacTL, BInvTL, and InvTL is Pspace-complete [SC85].
Using a threshold constant 2n, written in binary in the formula with size n, the 2n-
iterated Next operator X(2
n) can be expressed in ThTL, so we obtain that its satisfiability
is Expspace-hard [AH94]. By an exponential translation of BThTL into BInvTL, (the
proof of Theorem 2.1 shows that such translation exists), or alternately by a polynomial
translation into CLTL[U,S] [LMP10], its satisfiability is Expspace-complete. Analogously
we can translate from BThFacTL into BFacTL (for which rely on Theorem 2.2).
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4.4. Satisfiability of two-variable logics.
Theorem 4.9. Satisfiability of the two-variable logics FO2[<, bet], FO2[<, betfac], FO2[<, th]
and FO2[<, thfac] is Expspace-complete.
We begin by reducing the exponential Corridor Tiling problem to satisfiability of
FO2[<, bet]. It is well known that this problem is Expspace-complete [Fur84]. An instance
M of the problem is given by (T,H, V, s, f, n) where T is a finite set of tile types with
s, f ∈ T , the horizontal and vertical tiling relations H,V ⊆ T ×T , and n is a natural number.
A solution of the 2n sized corridor tiling problem is a natural number m and map pi from
the grid of points {(i, j) | 0 ≤ i < 2n, 0 ≤ j < m} to T such that:
pi(0, 0) = s, pi(2n − 1,m− 1) = f and for all i, j on the grid,
(pi(i, j), pi(i, j + 1)) ∈ V and (pi(i, j), pi(i+ 1, j)) ∈ H.
Lemma 4.10. Satisfiability of the two-variable logic FO2[<, bet] is Expspace-hard.
Proof. Given an instance M as above of a Corridor Tiling problem, we encode it as a
sentence φ(M) of size poly(n) with a modulo 2n counter C(x) encoded serially with n+ 1
letters. As we already saw in the examples in Section 2.1, the counter could be laid out
using successive n + 1 letter substrings to represent n bits (over a subalphabet of size 2)
preceded by a marker. The marker now represents a tile and a colour from red, blue and
green (requiring subalphabet size 3|T |). Thus the 2n ×m tiling is represented by a word of
length m(n+ 1)2n over an alphabet of size 3|T |+ 2. The claim is that M has a solution iff
φ(M) is satisfiable.
The sentence φ(M) ∈ FO2[<, bet] is a conjunction of the following properties. The key
idea is to cyclically use monadic predicates red(x), green(x), blue(x) for assigning colours to
rows.
• Each marker position has exactly one tile and one colour.
• The starting tile is s, the initial colour is red, the initial counter bits read 0n, the last tile
is f .
• Tile colour remains same in a row and it cycles in order red, green, blue on row change.
• The counter increments modulo 2n in consecutive positions.
• For horizontal compatibility we check:
∀x∀y(mark(x) ∧mark(y) ∧ ¬mark(x, y)→∨
(t1,t2)∈H
t1(x) ∧ t2(y)) .
• For vertical compatibility, we check that x, y are in adjacent rows by invariance of lack of
one colour. We check that x and y are in the same column by checking that the counter
value (which encodes column number) is the same:
∀x∀y((x < y)∧(¬red(x, y)∨¬blue(x, y)∨¬green(x, y))∧EQ(x, y)→
∨
(t1,t2)∈V
t1(x)∧t2(y)).
It is easy to see that we can effectively translate an instance M of the exponential
corridor tiling problem into φ(M) in time polynomial in n. The translation preserves
satisfiability. Hence, by reduction, satisfiability of FO2[<, bet] over bounded as well as
unbounded alphabets is Expspace-hard.
Lemma 4.11. There are satisfiability-preserving polynomial time reductions from the
logic FO2[<, th] to the logic FO2[<, bet], and from the logic FO2[<, thfac] to the logic
FO2[<, betfac].
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Proof. We give a polytime reduction from FO2[<, th] to FO2[<, bet] which preserves sat-
isfiability. The same idea works for the reduction from FO2[<, thfac] to FO2[<, betfac].
We consider in the extended syntax a threshold constraint #a(x, y) = k where a is a letter
or a proposition and k is a natural number. The key idea of the reduction is illustrated by
the following example.
For each threshold constraint g of the form #a(x, y) = 2r, we specify a global modulo
2r counter Cg using monadic predicates p1(x), . . . , pr(x) whose truth yield an r-bit vector
denoting the value of the counter at position x. (This requires a symbolic alphabet where
several such predicates may be true at the same position.) By “global” we mean that the
counter Cg has value 0 at the beginning of the word and it increments whenever a(x) is true.
This is achieved using the formula:
∀x, y(suc(x, y)→ (a(x)→ INCg(x, y)) ∧ (¬a(x)→ EQg(x, y)))
Here, the formulas EQg(x, y) and INCg(x, y) are similar to those of the serial counter
example in Section 2.1. Also, we have three colour predicates redg(x), blueg(x) and greeng(x)
where the colour at the beginning of the word is redg, and we change the colour cyclically
each time the counter Cg resets to zero by overflowing. As in the proof of Lemma 4.10,
invariance of lack of one colour and the fact that x, y have different colours ensures that the
counter overflows at most once. We replace the constraint g of the form #a(x, y) = 2r by
an equisatisfiable formula:
x < y ∧ EQg(x, y) ∧#a(x, y) > 0∧
(¬redg(x, y) ∨ ¬blueg(x, y) ∨ ¬greeng(x, y))
More generally, we define a polynomial sized quantifier free formula INCg,c(x, y) for any
given constant c with 2r−1 < c ≤ 2r using propositions p1, . . . , pr and three colour predicates.
The formula asserts that #a(x, y) + c = 2r. Using this we can encode the constraint
#a(x, y) = 2r − c for any c. Similarly to EQg(x, y), we can also define formulas LTg(x, y) to
denote that its counter Cg(x) < Cg(y), GTg(x, y) to denote that Cg(x) > Cg(y), etc. Hence
any form of threshold counting relation can be replaced by an equisatisfiable formula, with
all these global counters running from the beginning of the word to the end. Thus we have
a polynomially sized equisatisfiable reduction from FO2[<, th] to FO2[<, bet].
To complete the proof of Theorem 4.9, the upper bound for FO2[<, th] comes from
Lemma 4.11, an exponential translation from FO2[<, bet] to BInvTL using an order type
argument similar to [EVW02] (our Theorem 4.1 also points to this equivalence), and the
Pspace upper bound for BInvTL (Theorem 4.8). Again using standard order type arguments
[EVW02], we can translate an FO2[<, betfac] sentence to an exponentially sized BFacTL
formula, whose satisfiability is decidable in Pspace by Theorem 4.8.
5. Algebraic Characterizations
5.1. Background on finite monoids and varieties. For further background on the basic
algebraic notions in this section, see Pin [Pin86].
A semigroup is a set together with an associative multiplication. It is a monoid if it also
has a multiplicative identity 1.
All of the languages defined by sentences of FO[<] are regular languages. The char-
acterizations for languages definable in this logic, as well as for the fragments FO2[<] and
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FO2[<, bet], are all given in terms of the of the syntactic monoid M(L) L. This is the
transition monoid of the minimal deterministic automaton recognizing L, and therefore
finite. Equivalently, M(L) is the smallest monoid M that recognizes L, that is: There is a
homomorphism h : A∗ →M and a subset X ⊆ S such that L = h−1(X).
Let M be a finite monoid. An idempotent e ∈ M is an element satisfying e2 = e. If
m ∈M, then there is some k ≥ 1 such that mk is idempotent. This idempotent power of m
is unique, and we denote it by mω.
A finite monoid is aperiodic if it contains no nontrivial groups, equivalently, if it satisfies
the identity x · xω = xω for all x ∈ M. We denote the class of aperiodic finite monoids
by Ap. Ap is a variety of finite monoids: this means that it is closed under finite direct
products, submonoids, and quotients.
A well-known theorem, an amalgam of results of McNaughton and Papert [MP71] and of
Schu¨tzenberger [Sch65], states that L ⊆ A∗ is definable in FO[<] if and only if M(L) ∈ Ap.
This situation is typical: Under very general conditions, the languages definable in fragments
of FO[<] can be characterized as those whose syntactic monoids belong to a particular
variety V of finite monoids.(See Straubing [Str02].)
If M is a finite monoid and s1, s2 ∈ M , we write s1 ≤J s2 if s1 = rs2t for some
r, t ∈M . This is a preorder, the so-called J -ordering on M . Let E(M) denote the set of all
idempotents in M . If e ∈ E(M), then Me denotes the submonoid of M generated by the set
{m ∈M : e ≤J m}. The operation Me appears in an unpublished memo of Schu¨tzenberger
cited by Brzozowski [Brz77]. He uses the submonoid generated by the generators of an
idempotent element e of a semigroup. For example, if abc mapped to an idempotent element
e, Me would correspond to the language (a+ b+ c)
∗. The operation can be used at the level
of semigroup and monoid classes.
Let V be a variety of finite monoids. We denote by MeV the family of all monoids M
such that for every e ∈ E(M), the monoid eMee belongs to V. The following property is
easy to show.
Proposition 5.1. If V is a variety of finite monoids, then so is MeV.
Let I denote the variety consisting of the trivial one-element monoid alone. We define
the class
DA = MeI.
That is, DA consists of those finite monoids M for which eMee = e for all idempotents
e ∈ M. By Proposition 5.1, DA is a variety of finite monoids. The variety DA was
introduced by Schu¨tzenberger [Sch76] and it figures importantly in work on two-variable
logic. The´rien and Wilke showed that a language L is definable in FO2[<] if and only if
M(L) ∈ DA [TW98]. Thus the variety MeDA has monoids M , all of whose submonoids of
the form eMee for e ∈ E(M), are in the variety DA.
Example. Consider the language L ⊆ {a, b}∗ consisting of all words whose first and last
letters are the same. The syntactic monoid of L contains five elements
M(L) = {1, (a, a), (a, b), (b, a), (b, b)},
with multiplication given by (c, d)(c′, d′) = (c, d′), for all c, d, c′, d′ ∈ {a, b}. Observe that
every element of M(L) is idempotent. For every e 6= 1, eM(L)e = e, and if e = 1, then
M(L)e = 1. Thus, M(L) ∈ DA. The logical characterization then tells us that L is defined
by a sentence of FO2[<]. Indeed, L is defined by
∃x(∀y(x ≤ y) ∧ ∃y(∀x(x ≤ y) ∧ (a(x)↔ a(y)))).
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Example. Consider the language (ab)∗. We claimed earlier that it is not definable in
FO2[<]. We can prove this using the algebraic characterization of the logic. The elements
of the syntactic monoid M are
1, a, b, ab, ba, 0.
The multiplication is determined by the rules aba = a, bab = b, and a2 = b2 = 0. Then ab
and ba are idempotents, and Mab = Mba = M . Thus ab ·Mab · ab = {ab, 0}, which shows
that M /∈ DA, and thus (ab)∗ is not definable in FO2[<].
Certain classes of languages only admit such an algebraic characterization if we restrict
to non-empty words, and in these instances, the characterization is typically given in terms of
the syntactic semigroup S(L) of the language and a variety of finite semigroups. This is the
case for FO2[<, suc]. The´rien and Wilke [TW98] give an algebraic characterization of this
class of languages as well: L is definable in FO2[<, suc] if and only if for each idempotent
e ∈ S, the monoid N = eSe is in DA. (This is a general method for obtaining a variety of
finite semigroups from a variety of finite monoids.) We apply this theorem in the example
below.
Example. Consider the language given by the regular expression (a+ b)∗bab+ab(a+ b)∗.
We saw earlier that it is definable in FO2[<, bet], and claimed that it could not be defined
in FO2[<, suc]. For the language under discussion, let us denote the image of a word w
in the syntactic monoid by w. Then e = b is idempotent, and f = baab is an idempotent
in N = eSe. Let s = bab. Then s ∈ eSe, and fsf = f , so s ∈ Mf . We now have
fsf = f 6= fssf , since fssf = babab is the zero of N . Thus fMff contains more than one
element, so eSe /∈ DA. Consequently this language, while definable in FO2[<, bet], cannot
be defined in FO2[<, suc].
Our characterization of FO2[<, betfac], in the final section of the paper, will also be
given in terms of the syntactic semigroup.
6. Characterization of the logic FO2[<, bet]
Over this section and the next, we present the algebraic characterization of the logic
FO2[<, bet].
Theorem 6.1. Let L ⊆ A∗. If L is definable in FO2[<, bet] if and only if M(L) ∈MeDA.
We will prove one direction (necessity of the condition M(L) ∈MeDA) later in this
section, and the other direction (sufficiency) in Section 7.
We can prove from rather abstract principles that there is some variety W of finite
monoids that characterizes definability in FO2[<, bet] in this way. Our theorem implies
that W coincides with MeDA. The theorem provides an effective method for determining
whether a given regular language is definable in FO2[<, bet], since we can compute the
multiplication table of the syntactic monoid, and check whether it belongs to MeDA.
Example. In our example above, where L = (ab)∗, all the submonoids eMee are either
trivial, or are two-element monoids isomorphic to {0, 1}, which is in DA. Thus (ab)∗ is
definable in FO2[<, bet], as we saw earlier by construction of a defining formula.
The following corollary to Theorem 6.1 answers our original question of whether FO[<]
has strictly more expressive power than FO2[<, bet]. To prove it, we need only calculate
the syntactic monoid of the given language, and verify that it is in Ap but not in MeDA.
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Corollary 6.2. The language given by the regular expression (a(ab)∗b)∗ is definable in
FO[<] but not in FO2[<, bet].
Proof of Corollary. Let L = (a(ab)∗b)∗. It is easy to construct a sentence of FO[<] defining
L. We can give a more algebraic proof by working directly with the minimal automaton of
L and showing that its transition monoid is aperiodic. This automaton has three states
{0, 1, 2} along with a dead state. For each state i = 0, 1, 2 we define i · a = i+ 1, i · b = i− 1,
where this transition is understood to lead to the dead state if i + 1 = 3 or i − 1 = −1.
The transition monoid has a zero, which is the transition mapping every state to the dead
state. It is then easy to check that every m ∈M(L) is either idempotent, or has m3 = 0,
and thus M(L) is aperiodic. We now show that L cannot be expressed in FO2[<, bet]. By
Theorem 6.1, if L is expressible then M(L) ∈MeDA. As before, we will denote the image of
a word w in M(L) by w. Easily, e = ab is an idempotent in M(L), and both m = (ab)a(ab)
and f = (ab)a(ab)b(ab) are elements of e ·M(L)e · e with f idempotent and f ≤J m in
e ·M(L)e · e. So if e ·M(L)e · e ∈ DA we would have fmf = f. Now f is the transition that
maps state 0 to 0 and all other states to the dead state, and m is the transition that maps 0
to 1 and all other states to the dead state. Thus fmf = 0 6= f, so M(L) /∈MeDA.
6.1. Proof of necessity in Theorem 6.1. Here we prove the direction of Theorem 6.1
stating that every language definable in FO2[<, bet] has its syntactic monoid in MeDA.
This is all we needed to prove Corollary 6.2.
First, we use a game argument to prove the following fact:
Lemma 6.3. Let k ≥ 0, A,B finite alphabets, and f : B∗ → A∗ a monoid homomorphism.
Let w1, w2 ∈ B∗. If w1 ≡k w2, then f(w1) ≡k f(w2).
Proof. we do this by a strategy-copying argument. If w1 ≡k, w2, then Player 2 has a winning
strategy in the k-round game in (w1, w2). We use it to produce a winning strategy for the
k-round game in (f(w1), f(w2)). We write
w1 = a11 · · · a1r, w2 = a21 · · · a2s,
and
f(w1) = v11 · · · v1r, f(w2) = v21 · · · v2s,
where vij = f(aij) ∈ B∗.
Player 2 will keep track of a ‘shadow game’ in (w1, w2) to determine her moves. Let us
assume that Player 1’s move is in f(w1); the description is the same if we assume the move
is in f(w2). If Player 1 places the pebble initially on a position of f(w1), or moves to such a
position, then the position falls within some factor v1i = f(a1i). Player 2, acting as Player 1,
will place or move the pebble in the shadow game so that it is on the letter a1i. She then
uses her strategy in the shadow game to determine the reply, moving to a2j in w2. Since this
is a legal reply for Player 2, we must have a2j = a1i. Thus v2j = v1i. Now suppose Player 1’s
move was on the tth letter of v1i. Then Player 2’s move will be on the t
th letter of v2j .
It remains to show that in all cases this constitutes a legal reply for Player 2 in the game
in (f(w1), f(w2)).: Since v1i = v2j , the t
th letters of the two words are the same, so the two
pebbles wind up on identical letters. To see that the two moves are in the same direction,
observe that if Player 1 moves the pebble toward the right in w1, then in the shadow game,
Player 2 either moves to the right or keeps the pebble on the same position. (This latter case
is like a passed move, and Player 2 responds by not moving her pebble.) In either instance,
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the reply in f(w2) is a move toward the right, either within the factor v2j , or from v2j′ to
v2j with j
′ < j. To see that the sets of letters jumped over is the same, suppose that the
move in w1 was from the t
th letter of v1i′ to the u
th letter of v1i with i ≤ i′. If i′ < i, the set
of letters jumped over is the set of letters in v1,i′+1, . . . v1,i−1 together with the letters from
positions t to the end of v1i′ and the letters from the start of v1i to position u, and similarly
in f(w2). Equality of the two sets of letters follows from equality in the shadow game. If
i′ = i, then the set of jumped letters is just the set of letters strictly between positions t and
u of v1i = vj2.
Observe that this argument works even if the morphism f is erasing—that is, if f(a) = 1
for some letters a.
Now let L ⊆ A∗ be definable by a sentence of FO2[<, bet]. L is a union of ≡k-classes
for some k, and thus L is recognized by the quotient monoid N = A∗/ ≡k, so M(L) is a
homomorphic image of this monoid. Consequently, it is sufficient to show that N itself is a
member of the variety MeDA. We denote by ψ : A
∗ → N the projection morphism onto
this quotient.
Take e = e2 ∈ N and x, y ∈ eNee. We will show
(xy)ωx(xy)ω = (xy)ω.
This identity characterizes the variety DA (see, for example Diekert, et al. [DGK08]), so
this will prove N ∈MeDA, as required. We can write
x = em1 · · ·mre, y = em′1 · · ·m′se,
where each mi and m
′
j is ≤J -above e. Thus we have
e = n2i−1min2i = n2r+2j−1m′jn2r+2j ,
for some n1, . . . n2r+2s ∈ N.
Now let B be the alphabet
{a1, . . . , ar, b1, . . . , bs, c1, . . . , c2r+2s},
We define a homomorphism φ : B∗ → N by mapping each ai to mi, bj to m′j , and ck to nk.
Since ψ : A∗ → N is onto, we also have a homomorphism f : B∗ → A∗ satisfying ψ ◦ f = φ.
We define words v,a,b, XS,T ∈ B∗, where S, T > 0, as follows:
v =
r∏
i=1
c2i−1aic2i ·
s∏
i=r+1
c2i−1bi−rc2i,
where a = a1 · · · ar, b = b1 · · · br, and XS,T = (vSavSbvS)T .
Observe that
φ(v) = e, φ(XS,T ) = (xy)
T , φ(a) = m1 · · ·mr, φ(b) = b1 · · · bs.
Since all languages recognized by N are definable in FO[<], N is aperiodic, and thus for
sufficiently large values of T, we have φ(XS,T ) = (xy)
ω. Thus for sufficiently large T and all
S we have
φ(XS,TXS,T ) = (xy)
ω(xy)ω = (xy)ω,
φ(XS,TaXS,T ) = (xy)
ωx(xy)ω.
The crucial step is provided by the following lemma.
Lemma 6.4. Let k ≥ 0. For S, T sufficiently large,
XS,TXS,T ≡k XS,TaXS,T ,
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.
Assuming this for the moment, by Lemma 6.3 we have
f(XS,TXS,T ) ≡k f(XS,TaXS,T ).
So
(xy)ω = φ(XS,TXS,T )
= ψ(f(XS,TXS,T ))
= ψ(f(XS,TaXS,T ))
= φ(XS,TaXS,T )
= (xy)ωx(xy)ω,
as required.
6.2. Proof of Lemma 6.4. Let r,B,a,b, and v be as above. Let R > 0. We will build
words by concatenating the factors
a,b, vR.
For example, with R = 4, two such words are
v4av4bv8av4av12, v4av4bav4av12.
If the first and last factors of such a word are vR, and if two consecutive factors always
include at least one vR, then we call it an R-word. The first word in the example above is a
4-word, but the second is not, because of the consecutive factors b and a. In what follows,
we will concern ourselves exclusively with R-words. The way in which we have defined the
word v ensures that the factorization of an R-word in the required form is unique.
Let m ≥ 0, and R > 2m. We’ll define special factors in R-words that we call m-
neighborhoods. One kind of m-neighborhood is a factor of the form vmavm or vmbvm, where
the a or b is one of the original factors used to build the word. In addition, we say that the
prefix vm and suffix vm are also m-neighborhoods. So, for example, the 1-neighborhoods in
the 4-word in the example above are indicated here by underlining:
v · v2 · vav · v2 · vbv · v6 · vav · v2 · vav · v10 · v.
The condition R > 2m ensures that m-neighborhoods are never directly adjacent, so
that every position belongs to at most one m-neighborhood, and some of the v factors are
contained in no m-neighborhood.
Consider two marked words (w1, i1), (w2, i2) where w1, w2 are R-words. We say these
marked words are ≡m0 -equivalent if w1(i1) = w2(i2), and if either i1 and i2 are in the same
position in identical m-neighborhoods, or if neither i1 nor i2 belongs to an m-neighborhood.
For instance, if m = 2, and i1 is on the third position of a 2-neighborhood v
2av2 in w1, then
i2 will be on the third position of a 2-neighborhood v
2av2 of w2. If m = 0, then we only
require w1(i1) = w2(i2), so ≡00 equivalence is the same as ≡0-equivalence.
We now play our game in marked words (w1, i1), (w2, i2), where w1, w2 are R-words. We
add the rule that at the end of every round, the two marked words (w1, j1) and (w2, j2) are
≡m0 -equivalent. If Player 2 has a winning strategy in the k-round game with this additional
rule, we say that the starting words (w1, i1) and (w2, i2) are ≡mk -equivalent. Once again, the
case m = 0 corresponds to ordinary ≡k-equivalence.
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We will call this stricter version of the game the m-enhanced game. As with the original
game, we can define a version of the m-enhanced game for ordinary (that is, unmarked) R-
words: In the first round, Player 1 places his pebble on a position in either of the words,
and Player 2 responds so that the resulting marked words are ≡m0 -equivalent. Play then
proceeds as described above for k− 1 additional rounds. We write w1 ≡mk w2 if Player 2 has
a winning strategy in this k-round m-enhanced game.
We claim that for each m ≥ 0, k ≥ 1, there exists R such that if S, T ≥ R,
XS,TXS,T ≡mk XS,TaXS,T .
The case m = 0 is the desired result.
We prove this by induction on k, first considering the case k = 1 with arbitrary m ≥ 0.
Choose R > 2m, and S, T ≥ R. If Player 1 plays in either word inside one of the factors
XS,T , then Player 2 might try to simply mimic this move in the corresponding factor XS,T
in the other word. This works unless Player 1 moves near the center of one of the two words.
For example, if Player 1 moves in the final position of the first XS,T in XS,TXS,T , then this
position is contained inside a factor v and does not belong to any m-neighborhood, but the
corresponding position in the other word belongs to a neighborhood of the form vmavm, so
the response is illegal. Of course we can solve this problem: XS,T itself contains factors v
that do not belong to any m-neighborhood (because R > 2m). Conversely, if Player 1 moves
anywhere in the central m-neighborhood vmavm in XS,TaXS,T then Player 2 can find an
identical neighborhood inside XS,T and reply there.
Now let k ≥ 1 and suppose that the Proposition is true for this fixed k and all m ≥ 0.
We will show the same holds for k + 1. Let m ≥ 0. Then by the inductive hypothesis, there
exist S, T such that
XS,TXS,T ≡m+1k XS,TaXS,T .
We will establish the proposition by showing
XS,T+1XS,T+1 ≡mk+1 XS,T+1aXS,T+1.
Observe that
XS,T+1XS,T+1 = XS,1(XS,TXS,T )XS,1,
XS,T+1aXS,T+1 = XS,1(XS,TaXS,T )XS,1.
We will call the factors XS,1 occurring in these two words the peripheral factors; the remaining
letters make up the central regions. We prove the proposition by presenting a winning
strategy for Player 2 in the (k + 1)-round m-enhanced game in these two words.
For the first k rounds, Player 2’s strategy is as follows:
• If Player 1 moves into either of the peripheral factors in either of the words, Player 2
responds at the corresponding position of the corresponding peripheral factor in the other
word.
• If Player 1 moves from a peripheral factor into the central region of one word, Player
2 treats this as the opening move in the k-round (m+ 1)-enhanced game in the central
regions, and responds according to her winning strategy in this game.
• If Player 1 moves from one position in the central region of a word to another position
in the central region, Player 2 again responds according to her winning strategy in the
k-round (m+ 1)-enhanced game in the central regions.
We need to show that each move in this strategy is actually a legal move in the game—
that in each case the sets of letters jumped by the two players are the same, and that the
m-neighborhoods match up correctly. It is trivial that the m-neighborhoods match up—in
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fact, the (m+ 1)-neighborhoods do, so we concentrate on showing that the sets of jumped
letters are the same.
This is clearly true for moves that remain within a single peripheral factor or move from
one peripheral factor to another. What about the situation where Player 1 moves from a
peripheral factor to the central region? We can suppose without loss of generality that the
move begins in the ith position of the left peripheral factor in one word, and jumps right to
the jth position of the central region of the the word. If j ≤ |v|, then this move is within an
m-neighborhood of the central factor, namely the prefix of the central factor of the form
vm, so Player’s 2 reply will be at the identical position in the corresponding neighborhood,
and thus at position j of the central factor in the other word. Thus the two moves jumped
over precisely the same set of letters. If j > |v|, then Player 1’s move jumps over all the
letters of v. Since Player 2’s response, owing to the condition on neighborhoods, cannot be
within the first |v| letters of the central factor of the other word, her move too must jump
over all the letters of v. The same argument applies to moves from the central region into a
peripheral factor.
This shows that Player 2’s strategy is successful for the first k rounds, but we must also
show that Player 2 can extend the winning strategy for one additional round. If after the
first k rounds, the two pebbles are in peripheral factors, then Player 1’s next move is either
within a single peripheral factor, from one peripheral factor to another, or from a peripheral
factor into the central region. In all these cases Player 2 responds exactly as she would have
during the first k rounds. As we argued above, this response is a legal move.
If Player 1 moves from the central region to one of the peripheral factors, Player 2 will
move to the same position in the corresponding peripheral factor in the other word. Again,
we argue as above that this is a legal move.
The crucial case is when Player 1’s move is entirely within one of the central factors. Now
we can no longer use the winning strategy in the game in the central factors to determine
Player 2’s response, because she has run out of moves. We may suppose, without loss of
generality, that Player 1’s move is toward the left. We consider whether or not the set of
letters that Player 1 jumps consists of all the letters in B. If it does, then Player 2 can just
locate a matching neighborhood somewhere in the left peripheral factor in the other word
and move there. In the process, Player 2 also jumps to the left over all the letters of B.
What if Player 1 jumps over a proper subset of the letters of B? Player 2 responds by
moving the same distance in the same direction in the other word. Why does this work?
After k rounds, the pebbles in the two words must be on the same letters and in the same
positions within matching (m+ 1)-neighborhoods, or outside of any (m+ 1)-neighborhood.
Thus we cannot have the situation where, for example, the pebble in one word is on a letter
bi within a factor b, and in the other word on the same letter bi within a factor v. If Player
1 moves the pebble from a factor v into a factor b or a—let us say b— then the original
position of the pebble was within a 1-neighborhood. Therefore Player 2’s pebble was in the
corresponding position in a matching 1-neighborhood, so the response moves this pebble
to b as well, and thus jumps over the same set of letters. (This is the only potentially
problematic case.) How can we ensure that the m-neighborhoods match up correctly after
this move? If the move takes Player 1’s pebble into an m-neighborhood, then the move
stayed within a single (m+ 1)-neighborhood. This means that the original position of Player
2’s pebble was in the corresponding position of an identical (m+ 1)-neighborhood, so that
after Player 2’s response, the two pebbles are in matching m-neighborhoods.
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7. The factorization sequence
Sufficiency in Theorem 6.1 will be proved by induction on the alphabet size. The proof
is somewhat intricate. We develop new techniques of factorization which are amenable to
simulation using logic. The bulk of the proof is combinatorics on words and finite model
theory. At the end we will apply the algebraic characterization of FO2[<, suc] from [TW98]
cited in the previous section.
The proof is trivial for a one-letter alphabet, so assume |A| > 1 and that the theorem
holds for all strictly smaller alphabets.
For now we distinguish a letter a ∈ A, and restrict our attention to a-words w with the
following three properties:
• α(w) = A
• a is the first letter of w
• a is the last letter to appear in a right-to-left scan of w; that is, w = xay where α(y) =
A\{a}.
We describe an algorithm for constructing a sequence of factorizations for any a-word.
Each step of the algorithm is divided into two sub-steps, and we will refer to each of these
sub-steps as a factorization scheme. The factors that occur in each scheme are formed by
concatenating factors from the previous scheme. That is, at each step, we clump smaller
factors into larger ones, so the number of factors decreases (non-strictly) at each step.
We begin by putting a linear ordering < on the set of proper subalphabets of A that
contain the letter a. This will be a topological sort of the subset partial order. That is, if
B,C are two such subalphabets with B ( C, then B < C, but otherwise the ordering is
arbitrary. For example, with A = {a, b, c, d}, we can take
{a} < {a, b} < {a, c} < {a, b, c} < {a, d} < {a, b, d} < {a, c, d},
as one of many possibilities. One way to think about our techniques is as a refinement of
The´rien and Wilke’s combinatorial characterization of DA [TW98] which only used the
inclusion order over an alphabet.
Here is the algorithm, which is the new development over DA:
• Initially factor w as au1 · · · auk, where each α(ui) is properly contained in A.
• For each proper subalphabet B of A with a ∈ B, following the linear order
– For each factor u such that α(u) = B, combine all sequences of consecutive factors of
this kind into a single factor. We say that B is now collected.
– For each factor u such that α(u) = B, combine each such factor with the factor
immediately to its right. We say that B is now capped.
Here is an example. We begin with an a-word and its initial factorization:
adccdcc · adc · a · a · a · addccdcccdbcdc · a · ac · abcbbd
We use the ordering in the example above. We start with B = {a} and collect B:
adccdcc · adc · aaa · addccdcccdbcdc · a · ac · abcbbd
then cap it:
adccdcc · adc · aaaaddccdcccdbcdc · aac · abcbbd
We choose B = {a, b}. There is nothing to do here, because no factor contains just a
and b. B = {a, c} is already collected, because there is no pair of consecutive factors with
this alphabet, so we cap it:
adccdcc · adc · aaaaddccdcccdbcdc · aacabcbbd
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The next subalphabet in order that occurs as a factor is {a, c, d}. We collect:
adccdccadc · aaaaddccdcccdbcdc · aacabcbbd
then cap:
adccdccaddadaaaaddccdcccdbcdc · acabcbbd
Let us make a few general observations about this algorithm: Every proper subset of A
containing a that occurs as the alphabet of a factor will eventually be capped, because the
rightmost factor auk of the initial factorization contains all the letters of A. Once B has
been collected, there is no pair of consecutive factors with content B. Once B has been
capped, there are no more factors with content B nor with strictly smaller content. Thus at
the end of the process, every factor contains all the letters of A.
Note as well that immediately after a subalphabet B is collected to create a (possibly)
larger factor u, both the factor immediately to the right of u and immediately to the left of
u must contain a letter that is not in u.
7.1. Starts and jumps. We establish below several model-theoretic properties of the
factorization schemes produced by the above algorithm.
Lemma 7.1. (a) There is a formula start in FO2[<, bet] such that for all a-words w,
(w, i) |= start(x) if and only if i is the first position in a factor of w.
(b) Let φ1(x) be a formula in FO
2[<, bet]. Then there is a formula next in FO2[<, bet]
with the following property: Let w be an a-word and let i be the first position in
some factor of w that is not the rightmost factor. Then (w, i) |= φ1(x) if and only if
(w, isucc) |= next(x), where isucc is the first position in the next factor of w. We also
define the analogous property, with ‘rightmost’ replaced by ‘leftmost’, next by previous,
and isucc by ipred.
Proof. We prove these properties by induction on the construction of the sequence of
factorization schemes. That is, we prove that they hold for the initial factorization scheme,
and that they are preserved in each sub-step of the algorithm. For the induction, we will
use Ehrenfeucht-Fra¨ısse´ games for the logic FO2[<, bet] to argue for the existence of the
formula start = startτ (see Section 2.3).
We note that the claim in Item (b) implies the condition on games (possibly with
different parameters). If for every formula φ1 there is a corresponding ‘successor’ formula
next, then there is some constant c such that qd(next) ≤ c + qd(φ1), where qd denotes
quantifier depth. Suppose that Player 2 wins the (k + c)-round game in (w, isucc), (v, isucc).
Then (w, isucc) ≡k+c (v, jsucc). Consider the formula φ1 that defines the ≡k-class of (w, i).
Then (w, isucc) |= next, so (v, jsucc) |= next. Thus (v, j) |= φ1, so (w, i) ≡k (v, j), and Player
2 wins the k-round game in these words.
We begin with Item (a): For the initial factorization, we simply take start(x) to be
a(x): the factor starts are exactly the positions that contain a. We now assume that τ is
some factorization scheme in the sequence, and that for the preceding factorization scheme
σ, the required formula, which we denote startσ, exists.
To establish this formulation, let (w, i), (w′, j) be as described. Since, by the inductive
hypothesis, the formula startσ for the preceding scheme σ exists, we can treat this as if it is
an atomic formula, in describing our game strategy. Observe that i must also be the start of
a factor of w according to the previous factorization scheme σ. We write this as startσ(i)
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Figure 3: Game-based proof of definability of factor starts. The figure shows the two words
just after the step collecting the subalphabet B. We suppose i, j are factor starts
for the preceding factorization scheme σ, and that i, but not j, is a factor start for
the present scheme τ. This means that the factor with respect to σ beginning at j
was joined to the previous factor as a result of the collection. If Player 1 moves to
the start j′ of the next factor of w′ with respect to σ (blue arrow), then he jumps
over precisely the letters of B. Thus for Player 2 to have a response, i must be
the start of a factor with alphabet B. But this means that the factor with respect
to σ in w that precedes i must contain a letter not in B. As a result, Player 2
cannot reply to a move by Player 1 to the start j′′ of the factor with respect to σ
that precedes j (red arrow).
rather than the more verbose (w, i) |= startσ(x). If j does not satisfy startσ(j), then by
induction we are done, and can take the number k of rounds to be the quantifier depth of
startσ. Thus j is the start of a factor with respect to the scheme σ, not with respect to
τ. This can happen in one of two ways, depending on whether the most recent sub-step
collected a subalphabet B, or capped a subalphabet B.
In the first case, we will describe a winning strategy for Player 1 in a game that lasts
just a few more rounds than the game for the previous scheme. Position j was the start of
a factor in the prior scheme σ, and has been collected into a larger factor that begins at
position to the left of j. First suppose that i is the start of a factor with content different
from B. Then this factor must contain some c /∈ B. Player 1 then wins as follows: He moves
right in (w′, j), jumping to the start j′ of the next factor (which must satisfy startσ(j′)).
In so doing, all the letters he jumps belong to B. Player 2 must also jump to the right in
(w, i), and must also land on the start of a factor in the scheme σ; otherwise, by induction,
Player 1 will win the game in the next k rounds. But to do so, Player 2 will have to jump
over a position containing c, so she cannot legally make this move. Thus i must be the start
of a factor with content B. In this case, Player 1 moves left in (w′, j) to j′′, the start of the
previous factor with respect to σ. In doing so, he jumps over letters in B. Now Player 2
must also jump to the left in (w, i) to a position that was the start of a factor with respect
to σ, but must jump over a letter not in B to do this, so Player 1 wins again. (See Figure 3.)
In the second case, where B was capped, j was the start of a factor that immediately
followed a newly-collected factor with content B. Player 1 jumps left to j′, the start position
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Figure 4: This shows the case just after the step that caps the subalphabet B. Again suppose
i, j are factor starts for the preceding factorization scheme σ, and that i, but not
j, is a factor start for the present scheme τ. If Player 1 moves in v from j to j′,
the start of the factor preceding j with respect to σ, then only letters in B are
jumped. If Player 2 moves left from i to another factor start with respect to σ, she
will have to jump over letters that are not in B, because all factors with alphabet
B have been capped; thus Player 2 cannot respond to this move.
of this factor, and in doing so jumps over a segment with content B. Thus Player 2 must
jump to the start of a factor with respect to σ. For this to be a legal move, the segment she
jumps must have content B. However, this is impossible, for any factor with this content in
the scheme σ would have been capped by the following factor, so that i cannot be the start
of a factor for τ. (Figure 4.)
Now for Item (b). Again, we use a game argument. We claim it will be enough to
establish the following for sufficiently large values of k: Let (w, i), (v, j) be marked words,
where i, j are the starts of factors, and let (w, isucc), (v, isucc) be the same words, where the
indices isucc, jsucc mark the start of the successor factors. If Player 1 has a winning strategy
in the k-round game in (w, i), (v, j), then he has a winning strategy in the k′-round game in
(w, isucc), (v, isucc) for some k
′ that depends only on k and the alphabet size, and not on v
and w. Equivalently, if Player 2 wins in (w, isucc), (v, isucc) then she wins in (w, i), (v, j). Of
course, there is the analogous formulation for previous.
So we will suppose Player 1 has a winning strategy in the k-round game in (w, i), (v, j),
where k is at least as large as the quantifier depth of startτ . We will prove the existence
of a strategy in (w, isucc), (v, jsucc) for the k
′-round game, where k′ is larger than k. (By
tracing through the various cases of the proof carefully, you can figure out how large k′
needs to be.) What we will show in fact is that for each τ, Player 1 can force the starting
configuration (w, isucc), (v, jsucc) to the configuration (w, i), (v, j), and from there apply his
winning strategy in (w, i), (v, j).
The base step is where τ is the initial factorization scheme. Here the factor starts are
just the positions where the letter a occurs. Player 1 begins by jumping from isucc to i.
For Player 2 to respond correctly, she must jump from jsucc to j, because she is required to
move left and land on a position containing a while jumping over a segment that does not
contain the letter a.
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So now we will suppose that τ is not the initial factorization scheme. We again denote
the previous factorization scheme by σ. We assume that the property in Item ((b)) holds for
σ. Thanks to what we proved above, we know that the property in Item ((a)) holds for both
τ and σ. This means that we can treat startτ and startσ essentially as atomic formulas.
If isucc is also the successor of i (that is, the start of the next factor) with respect to the
previous factorization scheme σ, and jsucc is the successor of j, then we have the desired
result by induction. Thus we may suppose that one or both of the factor starts, either
between i and isucc or between j and jsucc, or both, were eliminated in the most recent
sub-step of the algorithm.
Let us suppose first that the most recent sub-step was a collection step, collecting the
subalphabet B. Player 1 jumps from isucc left to i. The set of jumped letters is B. Player
2 must respond by jumping to some j′ < jsucc where j′ satisfies startτ . If j′ < j, then the
set of jumped letters necessarily contains a letter not in B, so such a move is not legal.
Thus j′ = j. Player 1 now follows his winning strategy in (w, i), (v, j). The identical strategy
works for the predecessor version, because any factor following the sequence of collected
factors must contain a letter not in B.
So suppose that the most recent sub-step was a capping step, and that the subalphabet
B was capped. We may suppose that there is some i′ with i < i′ < isucc such that startσ(i′),
but not startτ (i
′). Thus the interval from i to i′ − 1 has content B and constitutes a
factor that was collected during the prior sub-step, before being capped in the present one.
Player 1 uses his strategy from the previous factorization scheme to force the configuration
to (w, i′), (v, j′), where j′ is the start of the factor preceding j in the scheme σ. Observe
that we must have that j′ does not satisfy startτ because i′ does not satisfy startτ . Thus
j < j′ < jsucc, so the interval from j to j′ − 1 is also a factor with content B that was
collected during the previous substep. Player 1 now moves from i′ left to i. Player 2 must
respond with a move to j′′ ≤ j such that startτ (j′′) holds. We cannot have j′′ < j, for then
the set of jumped letters would include a letter not in B. Thus j′′ = j, and the game is now
in the configuration (w, i), (v, j).
The strategy for a capped step in the predecessor game uses the same idea: We may
assume there is some i′ with iprec < i′ < i such that the interval from iprec to i′ − 1 has
content B and constitutes a factor that was collected during the prior sub-step, before
being capped in the present one. Thus in the previous scheme σ, i′ was the successor
position of iprec. Player 1 uses his strategy from the previous scheme to force the game to
the configuration (w, i′), (v, j′), where j′ is the successor of jprec in the scheme σ. We must
have the set of jumped letters to be B in each case, so the intervals from i′ to i− 1 and j′
to j − 1 are the caps applied in the scheme τ, and thus i is the successor of i′, and j the
successor of j′, in the scheme σ. Player 1 now uses his strategy for the scheme σ to force the
game from the configuration (w, i′), (v, j′) to (w, i), (v, j).
7.2. Simulating factorization in logic. A factorization scheme σ gives a factorization
σ(w) = (w1, . . . , wk) of an a-word w. This in turn gives a word σh(w) = m1 · · ·mk ∈M+.
We say that σ admits simulations if the following properties hold.
• For each sentence ψ ∈ FO2[<, suc] over the alphabet M , there exists a sentence φ ∈
FO2[<, bet] over the alphabet A with the following property. Let w be an a-word.
w |= φ iff σh(w) |= ψ.
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• For each formula ψ(x) ∈ FO2[<, suc] with one free variable over the alphabet M, there
exists a formula φ(x) ∈ FO2[<, bet] with one free variable over the alphabet A with the
following property. Let w be an a-word, 1 ≤ i ≤ k and let ji be the position within w of
the first letter of wi in σ(w). Then
(w, ji) |= φ(x) iff (σh(w), i) |= ψ(x).
Lemma 7.2 (Simulation). Each factorization scheme in our sequence admits simulations.
It is useful to have abbreviations for commonly used subformulas of FO2[<, bet]. If
B is a subalphabet of A, we write [B](x, y) to mean the conjunction of ¬c(x, y) over all
c /∈ B; in other words, ‘every letter between x and y belongs to B’. [a](x, y) is always true
if y ≤ x because b(x, y) is false for every b ∈ A whenever y ≤ x. We denote by JBK(x, y)
the conjunction of [B](x, y) together with the conjunction of b(x, y) over all b ∈ B; in other
words, B is exactly the set of letters between x and y.
Proof. The first claim in the Theorem follows easily from the second. So we will begin with
the formula ψ(x) ∈ FO2[<, suc] over M and and show how to produce φ(x). We prove this
by induction on the construction of formula ψ. So the base case is where ψ(x) is an atomic
formula m(x), where m ∈M. This means that for each factorization scheme σ, we have to
produce a formula φm,σ(x) such that for an a-word w, (w, i) |= φm,σ(x) if and only if the
factor starting at i maps to m under h.
We do this by induction on the sequence of factorization schemes. In the initial
factorization, every factor is of the form au, where a /∈ α(u). This factor maps to m if and
only if h(u) = m′ for some m′ ∈ M satisfying h(a) ·m′ = m. Since we suppose the main
theorem holds for every alphabet strictly smaller than A, there is a sentence ρ ∈ FO2[<, bet]
such that u |= ρ if and only if h(u) = m′ where h(a) ·m′ = m. We now relativize ρ to obtain
a formula ρ′ with one free variable that is satisfied by (w, i) if and only if the factor of w
starting at i has the form au, where u |= ρ. To do this, we do a standard relativization
trick, working from the outermost quantifier of ρ inward. We can assume that all the
quantifiers at the outermost level quantify the variable y. We replace each of these quantified
formulas ∃yη(y) by ∃y(y > x ∧ ¬a(x, y) ∧ η(y)). Similarly, as we work inward, we rewrite
each occurrence of ∃z′(z′ > z ∧ η) and ∃z′(z′ < z ∧ η), where {z, z′} = {x, y}, by adding the
clause ¬a(z, z′) or ¬a(z′, z). In essence, each time we jump left or right to a new position,
we check that in so doing we did not jump over any occurrence of a, and thus remain inside
the factor.
We now assume that τ is not the initial factorization scheme, and that the formula
φm,σ(x) exists for the preceding factorization scheme σ. We first consider the case where τ
was produced during a step that collected a subalphabet B. Observe that we can determine
within a formula whether i is the start of a factor that was produced during this collection
step, with the criterion
∃y(x < y ∧ startτ (y) ∧ JBK(x, y)).
(This includes the case where the collection is trivial because there is only one factor to
collect.) If this condition does not hold, then we can test whether the factor maps to m with
the formula produced during the preceding step. So we suppose that i is the first position
of one of the new ‘collected’ factors. Since B ( A, there is a sentence ρ of FO2[<, bet]
satisfied by exactly the words over this smaller alphabet that map to m. Once again, we
must relativize ρ to make sure that whenever we introduce a new quantifier ∃x(y > x ∧ · · · )
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or ∃x(y < x ∧ · · · ) we do not jump to a position outside the factor. To do this, we can
replace ∃x(y > x ∧ · · · ) by
∃x(y > x ∧ [B](x, y) ∧ ∃x(y < x ∧ startτ (x) ∧ [B](x, y))).
In other words, we did not jump over any letter not in {a} ∪B, and there is a factor start
farther to the right that we can reach without jumping over any letter not in B. We replace
∃x(y < x ∧ · · · ) by
∃x(y < x ∧ [B](y, x) ∧ ∃x(x ≤ y ∧ startτ (x) ∧ [B](x, y))),
using essentially the same idea.
Now suppose that τ was produced during a step that capped the subalphabet B. Again,
we can write a formula that says that i is the start of a new factor produced in this process:
it is exactly the formula that said i was the start of a factor that collected B in the preceding
scheme σ. So we only need to produce a formula that says the factor of w beginning at i
maps to m under the assumption that this is one of the new ‘capped’ factors. Our factor
has the form u1u2, where u2 is the cap and u1 is the factor in which B was collected. We
consider all pairs m1,m2 such that m1 ·m2 = m. We know that there are formulas ρ1(x)
and ρ2(x) telling us that the factors in the preceding scheme σ map to m1 and m2. We
use the same formula ρ1(x), and take its conjunction with next(x), the successor formula
derived from ρ2(x) by means of Item ((b)) in Lemma 7.1. We are using the fact that the
start of u2 is the successor of the start of u1 under the preceding scheme σ.
We are almost done (and we no longer need to induct on the sequence of factorization
schemes) because FO2[<, suc] formulas can be reduced to a few normal forms [EVW02].
Let us first suppose that our formula ψ has the form ∃x(suc(x, y) ∧ κ(x)). The inductive
hypothesis is that there is a formula µ simulating κ. Let previous be the predecessor formula
whose existence is given by Item ((b)) of Lemma 7.1. We claim that previous simulates ψ.
To see this, suppose w is an a-word, and ji is the position where the i
th factor of w begins.
Suppose (w, ji) |= previous. Then (w, ji+1) |= µ.
So (σh(w), i+ 1) |= κ, which gives (σh(w), i) |= ψ.
This implication also runs in reverse, so we have shown that previous simulates ψ.
Using the successor formula in place of the predecessor formula gives us the analogous result
for ψ in the form ∃x(suc(y, x) ∧ κ(x)).
7.3. Proof of sufficiency in Theorem 6.1. Again, we assume |A| > 1 and that the
theorem holds for all strictly smaller alphabets. Let m ∈M , where M satisfies the MeDA
property. We need to show h−1(m) is defined by a sentence of FO2[<, bet]. As an overview,
we will first, through a series of quite elementary steps, reduce this to the problem of
showing that for each a ∈ A and s ∈ M, the set of a-words mapping to s is defined by a
sentence of FO2[<, bet]. We then use Lemma 7.2 on simulations, together with the algebraic
characterization of FO2[<, suc] cited earler, to find a defining sentence for the set of a-words
that map to s.
First note that h−1(m) =
⋃
B⊆A{w ∈ h−1(m) : α(w) = B}.
It thus suffices to find, for each subalphabet B, a sentence ψB of FO
2[<, bet] defining
the set of words {w ∈ h−1(m) : α(w) = B}. We then obtain a sentence for h−1(m) as∨
B⊆A
(ψB ∧
∧
b∈B
∃xb(x) ∧
∧
b/∈B
¬∃xb(x)).
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Since we obtain the sentences ψB for proper subalphabets B of A by the induction hypothesis,
we only need to find ψA.
For each w with α(w) = A, let last(w) be the last letter of w to appear in a right-to-left
scan of w. It will be enough to find, for each a ∈ A, a sentence φa of FO2[<, bet] defining
{w ∈ h−1(m) : last(w) = a}, since we then get ψA as
∃y(a(y) ∧ ∀x(x > y → ¬a(x)) ∧
∧
b 6=a
∃x(x > y ∧ b(x))) ∧ φa.
A word w with α(w) = A and last(w) = a has a unique factorization w = uv, where
α(u) = A\{a}, and v is an a-word. We consider all factorizations m = m1m2 in M . By
the inductive hypothesis, there is a sentence µ of FO2[<, bet] defining the set of all words
over A\{a} that map to m1. Suppose that we are able to find a sentence ν defining the
set of all a-words mapping to m2. We can then use a simple relativizing trick to obtain a
sentence defining all concatenations uv such that u |= µ and v |= ν. One simply modifies
each quantified subformula ∃xζ of µ and ν, starting from the outside, changing them to
∃x(¬∃y(y ≤ x ∧ a(y))) and ∃x(∃y(y ≤ x ∧ a(y))).
The conjunction of the two modified sentences now says that µ holds in the factor preceding
the first occurrence of a, and ν holds in the factor that begins at the first occurrence of a.
Take the disjunction of these conjunctions over all factorizations m1m2 of m to obtain φa.
It remains to show how to construct a sentence that defines the set of a-words that
map to a given element s of M . Let w ∈ A∗ be an a-word. Let σ be the final factorization
scheme in our sequence, so that
σ(w) = (w1, . . . , wk), σh(w) = m1 · · ·mk ∈M+.
In fact, each wi can be mapped to the subalphabet
N = {h(v) ∈M : α(v) = A, v ∈ aA∗},
so we can restrict to this subalphabet N of M .
The map n 7→ n extends to a homomorphism from N+ into the subsemigroup S of
M generated by the elements of N . Since the generators of S are images of words v with
α(v) = A, we have eSe ⊆ eMee, which is in DA for every idempotent e ∈ E(S) by definition
of MeDA. Thus the set of words over N multiplying to s ∈ S is defined by a sentence ψ
over N in FO2[<, succ] [TW98]. We can take the conjunction of this with a sentence that
says every letter belongs to the alphabet N , and thus obtain a sentence ψ′ over M , also in
FO2[<, suc], defining this same set of words. Thus by the Simulation Lemma 7.2, there is a
sentence φ in FO2[<, bet] that defines the set of a-words that map to s. This completes the
proof.
8. Characterization of FO2[<, betfac]
The class of languages definable in the logic FO2[<, betfac] corresponds to a variety of
finite semigroups rather than monoids. We employ an operation
V 7→ V ∗D
that takes varieties of finite monoids to varieties of finite semigroups. Normally this is
defined in terms of the semidirect product. However we have no need to introduce this
product here. Instead we will rely on a characterization of this operation from [Str85] and
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stated as Theorem 8.2 below. For purposes of this paper, this can be taken as the definition
of V ∗D.
Incidentally, the same operation underlies the characterization of FO2[<, suc] that we
have already cited several times: In fact, what The´rien and Wilke showed in [TW98] is that
a language L is definable in this logic if and only if S(L) ∈ DA ∗D. They then relied on a
difficult result of Almeida [Alm96] to establish the effective characterization we used here.
It is also the operation that connects the levels of the quantifier alternation hierarchy in
FO[<] with the corresponding levels in FO[<, suc] [Str85].
Here is our main result.
Theorem 8.1 (FO2[<, betfac] characterizes MeDA ∗D). Let L ⊆ A+. L is definable in
FO2[<, betfac] if and only if S(L) ∈MeDA ∗D. Moreover, there is an effective procedure
for determining if S(L) ∈MeDA ∗D.
We can use this theorem to establish some of the inclusions and non-inclusions depicted
in Figure 1. Since MeDA contains ∆3[<] in the quantifier alternation hierarchy [Wei93],
MeDA ∗D contains ∆3[<, suc], which includes the language BB2 = (a(ab)∗b)+, which we
showed in Corollary 6.2 below is not in MeDA. On the other hand it does not contain
BB3 = (a(a(ab)
∗b)∗b)+. Consider the language U3 which is a sublanguage of A∗c(a+ b)∗cA∗
such that between the marked c’s, the factor bb does not occur before the factor aa. This is
in MeDA ∗D since it is defined by the Π2[<, suc] sentence
∀x∀y∀z∀z′( c(x) ∧ c(y) ∧ x < z < z′ < y ∧ suc(z, z′) ∧ b(z) ∧ b(z′)
→ ∃w∃w′(x < w < w′ < z ∧ suc(w,w′) ∧ a(w) ∧ a(w′))).
We now proceed to the proof. We first state the characterization of V ∗D in terms of
V from [Str85]. This can be stated in several different ways, but all depend on some scheme
for treating words of length k over A as individual letters. Here is a standard version. Let
k > 0. Let A be a finite alphabet, and let B = Ak. We treat B as a finite alphabet itself—to
distinguish the word w ∈ A∗ of length k from the same object considered as a letter of B,
we write {w} in the latter case. We will define, for a word w ∈ A+ with |w| ≥ k − 1, a new
word w′ ∈ B∗, where w′ is simply the sequence of length-k factors of w. So, for example,
with A = {a, b} and k = 3, if w = aa, then w′ = 1 ∈ B, while if w = ababba, then
w′ = {aba}{bab}{abb}{bba}.
To make sure that the lengths match up, we supplement A with a new symbol ∗ and define
B′ as (A ∪ {∗})k, and w′′ as the sequence of length-k factors of ∗k−1w. For example, with
this new definition, if k = 3 and w = ababba, then
w′′ = {∗ ∗ a}{∗ab}{aba}{bab}{abb}{bba}.
Theorem 8.2 (characterization of V ∗D [Str85]). Let h : A+ → S be a homomorphism
onto a finite semigroup. S ∈ V ∗ D if and only if there exist: an integer k > 1, and a
homomorphism h′ : B∗ →M ∈ V, where B = Ak, such that whenever v, w ∈ A+ are words
that have the same prefix of length k − 1, and the same suffix of length k − 1, and v′, w′ are
the sequence of k-length factors of v, w respectively, with h′(v′) = h′(w′), then h(v) = h(w).
In brief, you can determine h(w) by looking at the prefix and suffix of w of length k− 1,
and checking the value of w′ under a homomorphism h′ into an element of V. Note that the
statement is false if V is the trivial variety (and only in this case).
We will also need the following two propositions.
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Proposition 8.3 (Delay). Let φ be a sentence of FO2[<, betfac]. Then there exist k > 1
and a sentence φ′ of FO2[<, bet] interpreted over (A ∪ {∗})k, with this property: if w ∈ A+
with |w| ≥ k − 1, then w |= φ if and only if w′′ |= φ′.
Proposition 8.4 (Expansion). Let φ′ be a sentence of FO2[<, bet] interpreted over (A ∪
{∗})k, where k > 1. Then there is a sentence φ of FO2[<, betfac] with this property: if
w ∈ A+ with |w| ≥ k − 1, then w |= φ if and only if w′′ |= φ′.
Assuming these for now, we proceed to the proof of our characterization theorem.
Proof of Characterization Theorem 8.1. Let L ⊆ A+, and suppose that L is definable by a
sentence φ of FO2[<, betfac]. Let k > 1 and φ′ in FO2[<, bet] be as given by Proposition 8.3.
Let L′ ⊆ ((A∪ {∗})k)∗ be the language defined by φ′. We will show that S(L) ∈MeDA ∗D.
Let h : A+ → S(L) be the syntactic morphism of L. Let h′ be the syntactic morphism
of L′ and let h′′ be the restriction of h′ to elements of (Ak)∗. Since φ′ is a sentence of
FO2[<, bet], the syntactic monoid of L′, and hence the image of h′′, belongs to MeDA. It
is therefore enough, in view of Theorem 8.2, to suppose that v, w ∈ A+ have the same prefix
of length k − 1 and the same suffix of length k − 1, and that h′′(v′) = h′′(w′), and then
conclude that h(v) = h(w). To show h(v) = h(w) we must show that for any x, y ∈ A∗,
xvy ∈ L if and only if xwy ∈ L. Given the symmetric nature of the statement, it is enough
to show xvy ∈ L implies xwy ∈ L. So let xvy ∈ L. Then xvy |= φ, so (xvy)′′ |= φ′. We take
apart (xvy)′′: Suppose x = a1 · · · ar, v = b1 · · · bs, y = c1 · · · ct.
The leftmost r + k − 1 letters of (xvy)′′ are
{∗k−1a1}{∗k−2a1a2} · · · {arb1 · · · bk−1}.
The rightmost t letters of (xvy)′′ are
{bs−k+2 · · · bsc1}{bs−k+3 · · · bsc1c2} · · · {ct−k+1 · · · ct}.
(The exact form of the last factor will be different if t < k− 1.) In between these two factors,
we have the s− k + 1 letters of v′. Thus h′((xvy)′′) = m1h′′(v′)m2, where m1,m2 depend
only on x, y and the prefix and suffix of v of length at most k− 1. It follows that we likewise
have h′((xwy)′′) = m1h′′(w′)m2, with the same m1,m2. Since h′′(v′) = h′′(w′), we conclude
h′((xvy)′′) = h′((xwy)′′), so (xwy)′′ |= φ′. Thus xwy |= φ, and so xwy ∈ L. This concludes
the proof that S(L) ∈MeDA ∗D.
Conversely, suppose L ⊆ A+ and that S(L) ∈MeDA ∗D. Let h : A+ → S(L) be the
syntactic morphism of L. Let h′ : (Ak)∗ → M ∈MeDA be the homomorphism given by
Theorem 8.2. We extend h′ to ((A ∪ {∗})k)∗ by defining h′(b) = 1 for any b that contains
the new symbol ∗. Then for each m ∈M , we have a sentence φ′m of FO2[<, bet] interpreted
over ((A∪{∗})k)∗ defining (h′)−1(m). Let φm be the sentence over FO2[<, betfac] given by
Proposition 8.4. For each x ∈ Ak−1, let prefx be a sentence defining the set of strings over
A whose prefix of length k − 1 is x, and similarly define suffx. Observe that both of these
sentences can be chosen to be in FO2[<, betfac]. In fact, these properties are definable in
FO2[<, bet] over A. It follows that the set of words in A+ of length at least k − 1 mapping
to a given value s of S(L) is given by a disjunction of finitely many sentences of the form
prefx ∧ suffy ∧ φ′m.
We thus get the complete preimage h−1(s) by taking the disjunction with a sentence that
says the word lies in a particular finite set. So L itself is definable in FO2[<, betfac].
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The claim about an effective procedure for testing definability follows directly from
another result in [Str85]: If the monoid variety V has a decidable membership problem, and
if V contains the syntactic monoid of the language (ab)∗, then the semigroup variety V ∗D
also has a decidable membership problem.
We now provide proofs of the two propositions.
Proof of Delay Proposition 8.3. Let φ be a sentence of FO2[<, betfac]. We choose for k
the length of the longest word v ∈ A+ such that 〈v〉(x, y) occurs as a subformula of φ.
Because w and w′′ have the same length, the sets of positions in the two words are the same.
We thus keep occurrences of quantifiers and x < y in φ exactly as they are, and consider how
to translate the other atomic formulas in φ. First let’s see how we translate a(x). Consider,
for example,
w = bbacbab
with k = 4. We have
w′′ = {∗ ∗ ∗b}{∗ ∗ bb}{∗bba}{bbac}{bacb}{acba}{cbab}.
The positions in w that contain the letter a correspond to the positions in w′′ contain a
word of length k over A ∪ {∗} that ends in a. We thus translate a(x) by∨
{ua}(x),
where the disjunction is over all u ∈ (A ∪ {∗})k−1.
How do we translate 〈v〉(x, y)? We might be tempted at first to try something similar,
writing ∨
{uv}(x, y),
where u ranges over all u of length k − |v|. The problem is that {uv}(x, y) can hold without
〈v〉(x, y) being true. Consider again the example above, with the variable x pointing to
position 3 (treating 1 as the leftmost position of the word), and y to position 7. With these
choices of x and y, we have {bbac}(x, y) satisfied by w′′, however 〈ac〉(x, y) is not satisfied
by w′. Observe that saying there is an occurrence of the factor ac in w between x and y
is equivalent to saying that the number of occurrences of letters of the form {uac}, with
|u| = 2, in w′′ between x and y is greater than the number of occurrences of letters of
this form in positions x + 1 and x + 2. Thus the condition 〈ac〉(x, y) is equivalent to the
conjunction of conditions like
there is an occurrence of a letter of the form {uac} at position x+ 1, but not
at position x+ 2, and at least two occurrences of letters of the form {uac}
between x and y
We can write that there is, for example, an occurrence of {bbac} at x+ 1 but no occurrence
of {abac} at position x+ 2 as
∃y(y = x+ 1 ∧ {bbac}(y) ∧ ∃x(x = y + 1 ∧ ¬{abac}(x))).
We write that there is at least one occurrence of {cbac} and at least one occurrence of {baac}
between x and y. Observe that only a finite number of such conditions will be involved,
since we never have to deal with thresholds larger than 2 (or k − |v| in the general case). In
this manner we translate 〈v〉(x, y) into a (rather complicated) formula of two-variable logic
with thresholds. As we showed in Theorem 2.1, this is definable in FO2[<, bet].
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Proof of Expansion Proposition 8.4. We are given a sentence φ′ of FO2[<, bet] interpreted
over (A ∪ {∗})k, for some k > 1. As before, there is a one-to-one correspondence between
the positions of w′′ and those of w. As above, the only issue is showing how to translate
{v}(x) and {v}(x, y).
The translation of {v}(x) depends on whether the word v contains any occurrences of
the symbol ∗. For example, with k = 3 again, and v = bac, the translation is
c(x) ∧ ∃y(x = y + 1 ∧ a(y) ∧ ∃x(y = x+ 1 ∧ b(x))),
while with v = ∗ac we get
c(x) ∧ ∃y(x = y + 1 ∧ a(y) ∧ ¬∃x(y = x+ 1)).
To translate the {v}(x, y), we use the observation above, but here it is much simpler to
apply: {v}(x, y) holds in w′′ if and only if either 〈v〉(x, y) holds in w, or {v} is the letter
occurring at one of the positions x + 1, . . . x + |v| − 1, and we have already seen how to
translate this latter condition.
Finally, we note that the essentially the same argument gives us a proof of the equiva-
lence of FO2[<, thfac] and FO2[<, betfac] (Theorem 2.2): The two propositions provid-
ing the translation between formulas of FO2[<, bet] and FO2[<, betfac] can be adapted
to provide similar translations between FO2[<, th] and FO2[<, thfac]. Since we know
FO2[<, bet] = FO2[<, th] (Theorem 2.2), we have that L is definable in FO2[<, th] if and
only if M(L) ∈ MeDA, and the methods of this section then imply that a language is
definable in FO2[<, thfac] if and only if its syntactic semigroup is in M(L) ∈MeDA ∗D.
Thus FO2[<, thfac] and FO2[<, betfac] define the same family of languages.
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